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CHAP~ER ! . INTRODUCTION 
The farmers i n Iowa typically produce a large surpl u s of 
corn and soybeans that must be transported to p r ocessors and 
export markets . In 1979 , railroads hauled 53 percent of all 
g rain moved to mar kets in the U.S., and 51 percen~ of all grain 
destined to export markets ( 2) . As the demand for U. S. g rain 
grows worldwide, and new markets develop nationally , the rail-
roads will continue to play a major part in the transportation 
of grain . 
However, the average return on investment of all Class I 
railroads in 1978 averaged only 1. 6 percent (3) . The Inter -
state Commerce Commission estimates that a 10.6 per cent return 
on capital is nec e s s ary to attract new investment capital (18). 
The low earnings and operating losses of 30me ra i lroads have 
caused a continued deterior ation of the nations railroads ' 
plant and equipment . Some of the hypothesized causes of the 
railroads ' decline include redundant fac i lities and excess 
competition, archaic wor k rules , preferential treat ment of 
other modes , 3nd outmoded r egulation (6 , p . 65) . 
The railroads in Iowa were first regula~ed in 1874 when 
the Iowa Legis lature passed the I owa Railroad Act of 1874 (9) . 
The Iowa Railroad Act was passed as the result of s t r ong sup-
port given by t he Gr~nger movement whi ch held the position that 
farmers and shippers were being taken advantage of by the rail-
roads. The r a ilroads' abuses included di s c riminatory rates , 
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rate pools, ana reb~tes (5 , p . 15). The Iowa act established 
a fixed schedule of maximum rates, and incluccd enforcement 
provisions consisting of fines and imprisonment of all officers 
a nd employees found in violation of the act (5, p. 17~). 
The Iowa Rail Act was repealed in 187 8 , primarily because 
of the lobbying effort of the railroads , and a decline in number 
of members of the Order of the Patrons of Husbandry. However , 
the rate abuses by r3ilroad management continued , and eventually 
brought about the passage of a Federal law, the Act to Regulate 
Commerce, which was signed into law on February 4, 1887 (1) . 
The major por~ion of the Act to Regulate Commerce was 
concerned with the creation of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and specifying the applicability of the Act to indi -
viduals and corporations . The remaining sections specified 
unlawful differences between rates, and ou~lined the nature 
of rate setting p rocedures (10) The ICC has controlled rail-
road rates since that time . 
On February 6 , 1976 the Railroad Rev italization and 
Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 was signed i nto law (11) . The 
4R Act included a provision to revise the procedures and 
powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission to control rail 
rates . The ICC is prevented f rom suspending rates except where 
the new rate threatens to be "unfair", "dcstr·1.1i::::tive", or 
"predatory", or where the railroad has "market dominance ", 
where market dominance is described as the "absence of 
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effective competition from other carriers or modes of tra ns-
portation , for the traff~c or movement to which the r a te 
applies" (11). 
On October 1, 1975, the ICC adopted the following guide-
lines to clari f y the meaning of market domi~an~e (19) . The 
ICC pre sumed that market dominance could arise out o f these 
situations: 
1. Where shippers had made a substantial investment in 
rail related equ i pment of fac i lities. 
2. Where 70 percent or more of the shippers annual volume 
moves by rail . 
3. Where the rate exceeds the variable costs of providing 
service by 60 percent or more. 
Currently the Congress is debating leg islation which 
would a l low fu r ther rate-setting freedom by t he railroads 
(14, 15). While many shippers r ecognize t~e need for a lean 
and efficient rail system , and one that is economically viable , 
they generally oppose any further rate setting freedom , 
citing the market domina nce of railroads and the potential 
for the types of abuses that occurred in the past. Shippers 
feel that an easir.g of rail regulation would be tantamount to 
severe rate increases that would in turn cause them economic 
hardship . 
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Objec t i ves 
The object i ve of this study is to determine the effects 
of rail rate increases, unde r a ssume d de r egulation, on Iowa 
grain shippers, and on the different transportation modes. 
The effects of incr eased r a il r a tes wi ll be assessed 
in terms of: 
1. the change in cost o f marketing grain f o r g rain 
shippers, 
2 . the change in the quantity of grain shi pped v ia e ach 
transportati on mode , 
3 . the change in the t otal revenue and ton-miles of each 
transportati on mode . 
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CHAPTER II. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
The Study Areas 
Two separate areas of Iowa were selected for the purposes 
o f this analysis. Both of the areas produce surplus corn and 
soybeans that must be transported to processors, inland 
storage terminals, or export markets , and both areas include 
a variety of elevator sizes . 
The locations of the two areas allow a comparison of the 
effects of rail rate increases on shippers and on transporta-
tion modes where rail shipments are the predominant form of 
grain transportation, and where barge and truck shipments 
compete with the rai lroad lines for g rain shipments . Map 
1 i llustrates the location of the study a reas in Iowa and 
i dentifies the lccations and different types of final markets 
available to elevators in the study a r eas . 
The eastern district consists of Bremer County and the 
no r thern one- half of Black Hawk County . There are 13 ele-
vators in the eastern district, including two subterminals. 
The eastern dis~rict is located approxi mately ninety miles 
wes t of the Mississippi River, so a large ?Or tion of the 
export grain moves v ia barge . Map 2 shows the eastern 
dis trict in detai l, i11cluding the location of elevators and 
r a i l l ines . 
Map 1. Locations o f the study areas and final markets 
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Map 2 . The east~rn district 
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The western dis~rict is comprised of Pocahontas County 
and the eastern one-fourth of Buena Vista County . The 
western district includes 16 elevators, three of which are 
subterminals. The western district ships the bulk of the 
grai n moving to export markets b y rail . Map 3 illustrates 
the placement of elevators and rail lines wi thin the western 
district. 
The Model 
A mathematical programming model was spccif ied to evalu-
ate the effects of several rail pricing strategies on ele-
vators, rail carriers, competing modes; and on the flows of 
grain t o final markets . It was assumed that all elevators 
received the same quantity of grain as they did in the 1977 -
19 78 marketing year, and that the eleva t ors ' level of capital 
investment remained constant . 
The objective function of the linear programming model 
was to maximize the total net revenue of all elevators within 
the study area sub ject to the constraints based 1977- 1978 
receipt and shipment patterns of the elevator s , and each 
elevator ' s storage capacity . The mathematical equivalent of 
maximizing net revenue is the mi nimization of the total o f 
transportation, handling, and storage costs net of basis 
improvement to the elevators over the course of the crop year. 
10 
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This equivalence is proved i n the followir.g section . 
The basis is def i ned a s the futures pri~e of a designated 
future contract mi nus the cash price at a specific geographic 
location . The basis at a final market can be represented 
thus : 
where 
whe re 
CPjkt 
( 1) 
= basis at destinati on j for commodity k i n time t , 
= futures price of a designated futu r es contract 
for comrnodity k in t ime t, 
= c ash price at desti nation j fo r commodity k in 
time t. 
The basis at an elevator c a n be described as fol l ows : 
( 2) 
Bhkt = basis at elevator h for commodity k in t i me t, 
NPhkt = maximum net price at elevator h for commodity k 
in t i me t. 
The net p rice (NP) at the elevator in Equation 2 can also 
oe r epresented as follows : 
whe r e 
max ( 3) 
j 
= per bushel transportatio n co~~ from elevator h 
to destination j for corrunodi t y k in time t , 
Hhk = handling cost at e levator h for c orrmodi ty k . 
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Substituting the equivalent of CPjkt from (1) and NPhkt 
from (2) into (3) yields 
or expressed in a different form , 
( 5) 
Stating (5) verbally, minimizing the basis at a country 
elevator is equivalent to finding the minimum sum of the 
basis, transportation, and handling costs at a specific final 
market. 
The linear programming model can ~e summarized mathe-
matically as : 
Minimize Zl 
+ L SEktt ' ( L Eihktt ' + L Siiktt ')J 
t' h i 
where 
Zl = total value of the objective function, 
k = 1) corn, 2) soybeans , 
t = 1) September through November , 2} December through 
February, 3) March through May, 4) June through 
August, 
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t' = 2) December through February, 3) March through May, 
4) June through August , 5) next crop year, 
j = 1,2, ... ,J, designates final destinations, 
m = 1) truck, 2) rail, designates the mode used in 
shipping grain from the elevator or subterminal 
to destination, 
i = 
h = 
B 
Jmkt 
1,2 , ... ,I, designates subterminals , 
1,2, .. . ,H, designates elevators, 
= basis for corrunodity k at destination j delivered 
by mode m in time t, 
= t o t al quantity of commodity k shipped to 
destination j by mode m i~ time t , 
= per bushel transportation and variable handling 
cost for shipping conunodity k =rom subterminal 
i to destination j by mode m in time t, 
QS. 'k t = q uantity of commodity k shipped from subterminal 
lJ m i to destination j b y mode rn in time t, 
TChikt = per bushel transportation and var iable handling 
cost for shipping commodity k from country 
elevator h to subterminal i in time t, 
TEhjmkt 
= quantity of commodity k shipped from country 
elevator h to subterminal i in time t, 
= per bus~el transporta tion and variable handling 
cost for shipping commodity k from country 
elevator h to destination j by mode m in time 
t, 
QEhjmkt = quantity of conunodity k shipped from country 
elevator h to destination i by mode m in time t, 
E!hktt' 
Siiktt' 
=variable cost of storing commodity k at - country 
elevators and subterminals f£om time t time t', 
= quantity of commodity k stored at country 
elevator h from time t to time t 1 , 
= quantity of commodity k stored at subterminal i 
from time t to time t '. 
where 
where 
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Constraints 
The following constraints were imposed on the model: 
1 . In any one quarter, the total supply of corn and soy-
beans received a t any country e levator or subterminal 
plus the elevator's inventory equals the total supply 
shi pped to f inal destinations , another subterminal , 
or stored into the subsequent quarter . 
Eihkt-lt + ERhkt = E EShikt + E I: QEhjmkt + Eihktt+l ( 6) 
i j m 
E = [ [ ( 7) 51ikt- lt + SRikt + h 
EShikt QSijmkt + 81 iktt+l 
j m 
ERrikt = exogenously determined quantity of commodity k 
received at country elevator h from farms in 
time t , 
SRikt = exogenously determined quantity of commodity k 
rece i ved at sub terminal i from farms in time t . 
2 . Beginning and ending crop year stocks of corn and soy-
beans at each country elevator and subterminal are 
fixed at their 1977-1978 levels. 
EihkOl = BSThk ( 8) 
Eihk45 = ESThk ( 9) 
SiikOl = BSTik (10) 
Siik45 = ESTik (11 ) 
BSThk = September 1, 1977 beginning stocks of commodity 
k at country elevator h, 
where 
and 
where 
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= August 31 , 197 8 endi ng stocks o f c ommodity k 
at coun try elevator h , 
BSTik = September 1 , 1977 b e ginning stocks of commodity 
k at sub terminal i, 
ESTik = Augus~ 31, 1 97 8 e nding stocks o f c ommodity k 
at subterminal i. 
3 . Corn and s oybean processo rs historically served by 
the elevators within a study area must, in the 
aggregate, r eceive g rain less than or equal to 110 
percent and g reater tha n or equal to 90 percent of 
their 1977 - 1978 quarterly rece i p ts. 
r os . "mk.t + r QLhJ.mkt = 
i l.J h 
(12) 
0 . 9 r QRjkt < r r QMjmkt < 1.1 E QRjkt 
j j m j 
(13) 
j designates only the corn and soybean processing markets, 
= 1977 - 1978 receipts o f commod ity k at destination 
j in time t from the applicable study area . 
4. Corn and soybean export markets h istorically served 
by the e lev ators within a study area must , in the 
aggregate, receive grain less than or equal to 110 
percent anc greater than or equal to 90 percent of 
their 1977-1978 quarterly receipts . 
o.9 r QRjkt < r r QMjmkt < i . 1 r QRjkt 
j j m j 
(14) 
j designates the corn and soybean export markets including 
barge transfer points as export destinations . 
where 
where 
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5. Individual corn or soybean processors , inland terminal 
storage markets f o r corn, and Great Lakes export 
markets for corn and soybeans can receive a maximum 
of 110 percent of their 1977 - 1978 quarterly receipts . 
E QMjmkt < 1. 1 QRjkt 
m 
(15 ) 
j designates c orn or soybe an processing markets , inland 
terminal storage markets and Great Lakes export markets . 
6 . Total barge shipments of grain f rom each study area to 
barge l oading points must be less than or equal to 1 30 
percent and greater than o r equal to 80 percent o f 
the 1977-1978 quarterly shi~nents. 
0. 8 E kE QRjkt < [ E kE QMjmkt < 1. 3 E kE QRjkt 
j j m j 
(16) 
j designates b arge loading points. 
7. Additional nonnegativity r estrictions are : 
QMjmkt ' QS i j mkt' EShikt ' QEhjmkt ' Eihktt '' Siiktt ' > O. 
(17) 
17 
CHAPTER III . THE DATA 
The data r eq'.li r ements for the model specified in Chapter 
II fall into four categories: 1) The quan~ity of grain that 
is marketed through the elevators, and the storage and load-
out capacity of these e leva t ors ; 2) the average quarte rly 
basis for the 1977-1978 c r op year at each of the final markets; 
3) the grain transportation rates and esti rr.at ed costs; and 4) 
the grain h andl ing and storage costs. 
The Supply of Grain 
The locations of elevators within the two study areas 
were identified from the 1978 directories of the Farmers 
Grain Dealers Association (Cooperative) (7) and the Iowa 
Grain a nd Feed Associati on (8) . A personal interview was 
conducted with a representative of each e l evator and infor-
mation was obtained pertaining to each elevators' load-out and 
storage capacity , beginning and e nding c rop year inventories 
of corn and soybeans, the quarterly receipts o f corn and soy-
beans, and the quarte rly shipments of corn and soybeans by 
final destination . The estimated storage, rece iving , load 
out and drying capacities of the elevators in the eastern and 
western districts are presented in Table l . 
The total s upply of corn a nd soybeans mov ed to export 
markets , processors, or inland storage is equal to the total 
18 
Table 1 . Estimated s t o rage , receiv ing , load·-out, an d dry ing 
capacity o i elevat o rs in the s tudy a r eas in 
l977-19 78 a 
Permanent St orage 
Capacity (Bushels) 
Storage Capacity 
Adjusted f o r 
Working Spac e 
(Bushels) 
Receiving Capacity 
(Bushels per hour) 
Load - out Capacity 
into : 
Trucks 
Hopper cars 
Boxcars 
(Bushels per hour) 
Drying Capa city at: 
5 points Moisture 
Removal 
(Bushels per hour ) 
western Di s tric t 
Total Number 
Capacity Re spond ing 
]7,79 7 ,000 
1 6,828,000 
1 90,400 
170,500 
217,300 
39 , 800 
47 ,900 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
1 3 
13 
asource: Elevator survey. 
Eastern District 
Total Number 
Capacity Responding 
7 , 598,000 
7 , 417,500 
221,550 
113,350 
94,300 
33, 700 
19 , 100 
16 
16 
14 
14 
10 
10 
15 
supply produced i n each area net o f back to farm and elevator 
shi pments . The estimated quarterly receipts used in the 
model was based on each elevators' quarterly receipts as 
obtain ed in the elevator survey . The estimated total amount 
of gr ain marketed by each elevator in the model was based 
on the sum of the quarterly receipts and the net change in 
the beginning and ending inventory . 
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Tables 2 and 3 show the estimated quarterly beginning 
inventory , receipts, shipments, and ending stocks for the 
eastern and western district for the 1977 - 1978 crop year 
aggregated over all of the elevators. Tables 4 through 7 
present the aggregate flows of corn and soybeans to final 
markets from each study area during the 1977-1978 crop year . 
The Basis 
A basis is defined as the difference in cents per bushel 
between the local cash price for grain , and the nearby futures 
contract for the same grain . The basis can be divided into 
two components . The first component is comprised of the 
handling costs, profit, and the storage costs to the future 
delivery month . The second component of a basis is the 
transportation costs to Chicago . Therefoye , a basis varies 
by time and by location. 
The grain industry prefers to price g rain in terms of the 
basis because the level of futures and cash prices can fluc -
tuate widely from day to day . While there are some seasonal 
tendencies in grain pYices , the ability to forecast the future 
price of a grain is more of an art than a science . However, 
the difference between the futures price and cash price viz. 
the basis is much more stable and tends to follow a similar pat-
tern from year to year. The basis tends to narrow by the amount 
of reduced storage cos ts as the delivery nonth is approached. 
Because of its stability , relative to the actual level of daily 
Table 2 . Es timated beginning and ending stocks , rece ipts , and shipments of corn a nd 
soybeans b y elevators in the western district in 1977- 1978 by quarte r in 
thousands of bushe lsa 
Quarter 
September-Novembe r December-February March- May June- Au9ust 
Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans Corn Soyb eans Corn Soybeans 
Beginning 
stocks 3 , 578 . 7 657.5 11,528.3 3 , 828 . 5 10,576 . 9 2 ,7 83 . 7 8 , 426.4 2 ,28 6 . 6 
R . b eceipts 11 , 478.0 4,55 2 . 6 2 , 198 . 5 1,199.4 3 , 599 . 8 2 , Y83 . 9 5 , 130.3 1,9 44 . 5 
h. b S ipments 3,528 . 4 1 , 381.6 3,149 . Y 2,244.2 5 , 750 . 3 3 , 481.0 7 , 375 . l 2,9 22 . 5 
Ending 
stocks 11,528 . 3 3 , 828 . 5 10, 576.9 2,783 . 7 8 , 426 . 4 2 ,2 86 . 6 6 , 181.6 1, 308 . 6 
a Source: e l evator survey . 
bNet of back to farm shipments a nd e levator to elevator shipments within the 
district . 
N 
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Table 3 . Estimated beginn ing a nd e nding s tocks , receipts , and s h ipments of c orn and 
s oybeans by elevators i n t h e eastern district i n 1977 - 19 7 8 by quarter in 
thousands of bushe l sa 
Quarter 
Sept ember- November December- February March- May June- Au9ust 
Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans 
Beginning 
stocks 1 , 920 . 1 180 . 3 5 , 752 . 9 1 , 417. 8 4,827 . 1 1 , 032.6 3 , 520 . 7 540 . 5 
Receiptsb 7 I 7 39 • (j 2,254 . 5 2 , 266 . 9 243 . 9 2 , 264.9 766.7 2 , 151.5 418 . 0 
Shipmentsb 3 , 906.B 1,017 . 0 3,192 . 7 629 . 1 3,571.3 1,258 . 8 3 , 611.4 72 6 .7 
Ending 5 , 752 . 9 1 , 41 7 .8 4 , 827 . l 1 , 032.6 3 , 520.7 ~40.5 2 , 060 . 8 231.8 
stocks 
a Source : elevator survey . 
bNet of back to farm shipments and elevator to elevator shipments within the 
district.. 
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Table 4. Flows of s oybeans from the e a s te rn d istrict to final 
markets in tho usands of bushel s durin g the 1977 - 1978 
rnarketir.g year as r eported in the e l e vato r surveya 
Processing markets 
Des Mo i nes 
Cedar Rapids 
Quincy , Illinois 
Mason City 
Iowa Falls 
Belmond 
Other 
TOTAL 
Export markets 
Lake Ports 
Gu lf Expor t 
Mis s issippi Barge 
TOTAL 
Quarter 
Sept ember December Marc h 
thru thru thru 
November February Ma y 
59 . 2 
364 . 5 
18 . 0 
51. l 
96 . 3 
11 . 7 
800 . 8 
1 . 0 
215 . 2 
21 6 . 2 
451. 2 
13.3 
o4.b 
8 . 0 
0 .7 
53 7 .8 
1. 4 
82 . 9 
7.0 
91. 3 
495 . 1 
9 . 7 
6 . 6 
4 . 0 
515 . 4 
4 . 8 
538.3 
200 . 3 
743 . 4 
a Source : El evato r Survey . 
June 
thru 
August 
485 . 7 
22 . 9 
13 . 7 
3 . 3 
525 . 6 
12 . 0 
189 . 1 
201 . l 
1977 - 1978 
TOTAL 
59 . 2 
l,996 . 5 
63 . 9 
136 . 0 
108.3 
12 . 4 
3 . 3 
2 , 379 . 6 
7 . '/.. 
633.2 
611 . 6 
1,252.0 
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Table 5 . Flows of corn from the eastern district to final 
markets in thousands of bushels duri ng the 1977-
1978 marketing year as reported in the eleva t or 
surveya 
September 
thru 
November 
Storage markets 
Des Moines 7 . 6 
Kansas City 863 . 4 
TOTAL 8 71. 0 
Processing ma r kets 
Cedar Rap i ds 
Cl i nto n 
Muscatine 
Other 
TOTAL 
Export markets 
Lake Ports 
Gul f Ex por t 
Mississippi Barge 
TOTAL 
1,572 . 5 
267 . 6 
201. 3 
2 , 041.4 
34 . 3 
45.5 
914.6 
994 . 4 
Quarter 
December March June 
t hru thru thru 
February May August 
255. 3 39 . 8 3 0 . 7 
255 . 3 39 . 8 30 . 7 
1 , 373 . 9 990 . 5 1,268 . 8 
202 . 8 484 . 6 300.3 
1.1 16 . 1 17 . 5 
159 . 1 52.3 206 . l 
1 , 7 36 . 9 1 , 543 . 5 1 , 793 . 2 
25 .3 
889 . 5 1,217.8 255 .0 
311 . 0 770 . 2 1 , 507 . 2 
1 , 200 . 5 1 , 988 . 0 1 , 787 . 5 
a 
Source : Elevator Survey . 
1977- 1978 
TOTAL 
7 . 6 
1 , 189 . 2 
1 , 196 . 8 
5 , 205 . 7 
1 , 255 . 8 
34 . 7 
618 . 8 
7 , 115 . 0 
59.6 
2 , 407.8 
3 , 503 . 0 
5 , 970 . 4 
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Table 6. Flows of corn from the western district to final 
markets in thousands of bushels during the 1977-
1978 marketing year as reported in the elevator 
survey a 
Storage markets 
Des Moines 
Kansas City 
Other 
TOTAL 
Processing markets 
Cedar Rapids 
Clinton 
Other 
TOTAL 
Export markets 
Lake Ports 
Gulf Export 
Mississippi Barge 
TOTAL 
September 
thru 
November 
18 0.5 
52.2 
25.5 
258 . 2 
120 . 3 
7 . 0 
24 . 1 
151. 4 
103 . 3 
3 ,008 . 5 
7 . 0 
3 , 118 . 8 
Quarter 
December March June 
thru thru thru 1977- 1978 
Fe bruary May August TOTAL 
72 . 5 49.7 171. 5 474.2 
74 . 8 51. 4 114 . 3 292.7 
59.2 125 . 0 45 . 6 255 . 3 ---
206 . 5 226 . 1 331. 4 1 , 022.2 
82 . 1 39 . 0 308 . 0 549 . 4 
18.9 24.9 27 . 2 78 . 0 
85 . 5 64 . 5 58 . 8 232 .9 
186 . 5 1 28 . 4 394 . 0 860 . 3 
88.8 31.7 107.6 331 . 4 
2 , 626 . 1 5 , 217 . 5 6 ,090 . 9 16 , 943 . 0 
42 . 0 146 . 6 451 . 2 646 . 8 
2,756 . 9 5 , 395 . 8 6,649.7 17,921.2 
a 
Source : Elevator Survey . 
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Table 7 . Flows of soybeans from the weste rn district to final 
markets in thousa nds of bushels during the 1977 -
1 978 marketing year as reported in the elevator 
survey a 
Processing markets 
De s Moines 
Cedar Rapids 
Si oux City 
Sergeant Bluff 
I owa Falls 
Belmond 
Eagle Grove 
For t Dodge 
Other 
TOTAL 
Export marke ts 
Lake Ports 
Gulf Export 
Mississippi Barge 
TOTAL 
Quarter 
September December March 
thru 
May 
June 
thru 
August 
thru thru 
November February 
13.2 
13 . 4 
47 . 8 
24 . 3 
2 .1 
180.6 
296 . 1 
577 . 5 
804 . 1 
804 . 1 
0 .9 
30.2 
4 . 9 
5.2 
233.6 
370.3 
645 . 1 
0.4 
10 . 3 
10.5 
282 .1 
563 . 5 
866 . 8 
64 . 6 
20.4 
50 . 0 
4.2 
2.0 
150 . 7 
244 . 7 
71. 6 
608 . 2 
23 . 1 
1 , 599 . 1 2 , 409 . 6 1 , 908.2 
204.6 383 . 0 
1 , 599 . 1 2 , 614 . 2 2 , 314 . 3 
a Sou rce : El evator S urvey . 
1977 -1 978 
TOTAL 
78 .7 
64 . 0 
97.8 
33 . 8 
10 . 3 
19.8 
847 . 0 
1,474.6 
71. 6 
2 , 697 . 6 
23. 1 
6,72 1. 0 
587 . 6 
7 , 331 . 7 
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cash and futures prices, and the predictabili ty o f its 
seasona l movements , the basis is the p r eferred method of 
pricing gra in. 
A local b asis may change for any number of r easons . A 
widening of the local bas is, and the concomitant relative 
decline in the loca l price cou ld occur d ue to an increase i n 
transportation costs, a sho r t age of railroad cars , a shortage 
of storage capacity , or a lowered demand for grain . A 
narrowing of the basis and the corresponding relative in-
crease in the local price could occ ur because of a decrease 
in trans portation c osts, a strong demand f or g rain, o r a 
local s hortage of g rain. 
Basis bids f o r the f i nal markets we r e collected f r om bid 
books prepared by Agri-Industries of Des Mo ines (Cooperative ) . 
These b asis bids are based o n Chicago Board of Trade futures 
prices. The daily ne a rby basis bids at each f i n al marke t were 
averaged to obtain ~ single bid for each o f the f ol l owing 
quarters: 
Quarter I 
Quarter II 
Quarter III 
September- November 
De c e mbe r -Fe bruary 
Mar ch-June 
Quarter IV June-August 
Tables Sa and Sb pres ent the qua rterly basis a t the final 
market s for corn and s oybeans that were used in the model . 
Table Ba . Es t i mated average delive r e d corn bas i s at selected marke ts in dollars 
per bushel by quarter and mode of delivery, September 1777 t o August 
1 97 8a 
Market Sept . -Nov . 
Truck Rail 
Storage marke ts 
Des Moines 
Sioux City 
Omah a 
Ka nsas Ci ty 
$0 .4 691 
0. 5394 
0.4 544 
0. 3133 
Processing markets 
Cedar Rapids 0 . 3926 
Clinton 0. 3993 
Muscat ine 0.3961 
Keokuk 0. 3721 
Chicago one-
transi tb 
Export market s 
Chicago export 
Gulf export 
McGregor barge 
Dubuque barge 
Davenpor t barge 
Musca tine barge 
Peru-He nnepin , 
Ill. barge 
o . ~~7 4 
0.4 361 
0 . 4 356 
0.40 74 
0. 3961 
0 . 3855 
$0 . 4691 
0 . 539 4 
0.3934 
0.2322 
0 . 3926 
0 . 3933 
0 . 3961 
0 . 3721 
0.20 65 
0.4063 
0.0968 
0.4 361 
0 . 43 56 
0.4074 
0 . 3961 
0 . 3976 
Quarter 
Dec .-Feb . March- May 
Truck Rai l Truck Rai l 
$0 . 3396 
0 . 334A 
0 . 2730 
0 . 1098 
0 . 2452 
0.2251 
0 . 2077 
0.1627 
0 . 1859 
$0 . 3396 
0 . 3344 
0 . 2234 
o. 0 2a·1 
0 . 2452 
0 . 2251 
0 . 2077 
0 . 1627 
0.0029 
c 
- 0 . 1584 
_ d 
_a 
-d 
_a 
0 . 1918 
$0 . 2811 
0 . 3747 
0 . 2891 
0.0324 
0 . 2113 
0 . 1989 
0 . 1988 
0 . 1448 
0 . 309 4 
_ d 
0 . 29 86 
0 . 2986 
0 . 1934 
0 . 1988 
0 . 1844 
$0 . 2811 
0 . 37 47 
0 . 1476 
-0 . 0487 
0 . 2113 
0 . 1989 
0 . 1988 
0 . 1448 
- 0 .0641 
0.2283 
- 0 . 2324 
0 . 2986 
0 . 2986 
0 . 1934 
0 . 1988 
0 . 1902 
June-August 
Truck Rail 
$0.3002 
0 . 3497 
0. 2491 
0.0742 
0 . 2199 
0 . 1681 
0 . 1702 
0 . 1434 
0 . 2915 
_ d 
0.240 4 
0 . 2404 
0 . 1812 
0 . 1702 
0 . 1549 
$0 . 3CJC2 
0 . 3497 
0 . 1 767 
-0.00 69 
0 . 2199 
0 . 1681 
0 . 1702 
0 . 1434 
-0 . 0054 
0 . 210 4 
- 0.1199 
0 . 2404 
0 . 2404 
0.1 812 
0.1702 
0.1598 
asource : based on futures prices from the Chicago Board of Trade , Chicago, 
Illinois and bid pr i ces from Agri Industries , Des Moines , Iowa . 
bChi cago one-transit bases apply to r ail shipments to corn processors l ocated 
at Chicago , Ce ntral Illinois, and Milwaukee , Wisconsin , and Keokuk, Muscatine , 
Cedar Rapids and Clinton , Iowa . 
c 
St . Lawre n ce Seaway frozen during this period . 
dNo b ids available . 
N 
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Table Sb. Estimated delivered soybean basis at s e lected marke ts in dollars per 
bushe l by quarte r a nd mode of delivery , September 1977 to August 1978a 
Quarter 
Market Sept .-Nov Dec .-Fe b . March- May June - August 
Truck Rail Truck Rail Truck Rail Tr uck Rail 
Proce ssing markets 
Des Moines 
Cedar Rapids 
Quincy , Il l. 
Mason City 
Sio ux City 
Sergeant Blu f f 
Iowa Falls 
Belmond 
Ea g l e Grove 
Fort Dodge 
Export marke ts 
Chicago expo r t 
Gulf export 
McGregor barge 
Dubuque barge 
Davenport barge 
Mus ca tine barge 
Peru-lle nnepi n , 
Il 1. ba1 ge 
$0.4947 
0 . 5037 
0 . 4798 
0 . 542 1 
0 . 578 4 
0. 5784 
0 . 5131 
0.5 322 
0.5 226 
0 . 522 7 
0 . 51 32 
_b 
0.5871 
0 . 5871 
0.5292 
0 . 5292 
0 . 5173 
$0 . 4947 
0. 5037 
_b 
0. 5 421 
0 . 5784 
0 . 5784 
0 . 5131 
0.5 322 
0 . 5226 
0 . 5227 
0 . 5132 
0 . 233 8 
0.5 87 1 
0.5871 
0 . 5292 
0 . 5292 
0 . 5336 
$0 . 3435 
0 . 3369 
0 . 2690 
0. 41 08 
0. 44 21 
0 . 4330 
0 . 3992 
0 . 42 34 
0 . 4113 
0 . 4113 
$0 . 3435 
0 . 3369 
_b 
0.4 1 08 
0 . 4421 
0 . 4 330 
0 . 3992 
0 . 4234 
0 . 4113 
0 . 4113 
c c 
_ b - 0.0 828 
_b _b 
_b _ b 
_b b 
_b b 
0. 3053 0 . 3149 
$0 . 3 459 
0 . 2942 
0 . 213 1 
0 . 38 83 
0 .4 64 7 
0 . 4785 
0 . 4027 
0 . 4688 
0 . 4357 
0 . 4358 
0 .1 859 
_b 
0 . 3384 
0 . 3384 
0 . 2291 
0 . 2291 
0 . 2173 ·--------------
$0 . 3459 
0 . 2942 
-b 
0. 3883 
0 . 4647 
0 . 4785 
0.4027 
0 . 4 688 
0 . 4357 
0.4 358 
0.1 85 9 
-0 . 241 2 
0 . 338 4 
0 . 338 4 
0 . 2291 
0.2291 
$- 0 . 0285 
- 0 . 0859 
-0.194 4 
0.0 607 
0 .04 48 
0 . 0272 
0 . 0585 
0 .1106 
0 . 0845 
0 .08 46 
-0. 1675 
_ b 
- 0 .02 84 
- 0.02 84 
- 0 . 1337 
-0. 1337 
0 . 2241 - 0 . 1511 ----
$- 0.0287 
- 0 . 0859 
_ b 
0 . 060 7 
0 . 0448 
0 . 0272 
0 . 0585 
0 . 1106 
0 . 0845 
0 . 0846 
- 0 . 1675 
-0 . 4407 
-0 . 0284 
- 0 . 0284 
- 0 . 1337 
- 0 .1337 
- 0. ] 467 
a 
Source : Based o n futures prices from the Chicagu Board of Trade , Chicago , 
Illinois , a nd bid prices from Agri Industries , Des Moines, Iowa . 
bNo b ids available . 
c 
St. Lawrence Seaway frozen during this peri od . 
N 
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Grain Transportation Rates and 
Estimated Costs 
Estimated truck costs 
The survey asked for the prevailing truck rate in each 
respondents area . However , not enough rates were received to 
construct a complete truck rate matrix . In lieu of actual 
rates , a truck costing model that was deve l oped in conjunc-
tion with a rail branch l ine study performed in 1977 was 
adapted f or use in t his analysis (4) . 
The basic model f or e stimating opera~ ing costs of trucks 
hauling grain in Iowa contains t hree components : 1) variable 
costs which are ~ssociated with trip distance ; 2 ) fixed costs; 
and 3 ) transfer costs , whi c h are a function of the cost of 
loa ding and unloading . The fo llowin g equation reflects the 
total cost component: 
TCV = FC -+ VC M + TR (18) v v v v 
where for vehicle- type v , 
TC v = total cost per year , 
FCV = fixed cost per year, 
VC = variable cost per mile , v 
M = v total miles pe r year , a nd 
TRv = transfer cost per year . 
The variable cost component inc l udes fuel , oil and oil 
filters , tires and driver wages converted to a cost per mile 
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as follows: 
Fuel cost per mile = fuel cost per gallo~ miles per gallcn 
Oi l and oil filter cost 
per mile = oil and filter cost per change miles per oil change 
Tire cost per= (tire cost per tire) x (tire per vehicle) 
mile miles per tire 
Driver wage per mile = wage per hour miles per hour 
The fixed cost component includes interest and deprecia-
tion, license fees, insurance , highway use taxes, management 
expenses, and maintenance and repairs. 
Interest and depreciation are based 0r. annual equivalent 
cost computed using the following equatio~ (12) : 
(19) 
where for vehicle- type v , 
AECv = annual equivalent cost, 
Pv = purchase price , 
s v = salvage value , 
n v = service life, and 
i = interest rate. 
The purchase price is net of tires. 
Maintenance ar.d repair costs are assumed t o be a propor-
tion of the purchase price of the vehicle and are estimated 
as follows : 
MRCv = a P v v 
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( 20) 
where for vehicle- type v , 
MRCv = maintena nce and repair cost per year , 
= annual m3intenance and repai+ percentage of 
purchase price, and 
= purchase price. 
Transfer costs are the cos ts of the driver waiting 
time to load and unload and are estimated as follows : 
where 
TIY = N TW v 
TI\r = transfer cost per year of vehicle- type v , 
Nv = numbe r of trips per year of vehicle- type v , 
( 21) 
T = transfer time (including waiting time , loading time , 
a n d unloading time) e xpressed a s hours per t r ip , and 
W = driver wage per hour . 
The number of trips per year for all movements in 
nonfarrne r - owned vehicles is based on t rip distance , speed , 
transfer t i me , and the number of working days per year and is 
estimated a s follows: 
where 
H 
v 
D + T s 
Nv = number o f trips per year of vehicle- type v , 
( 22) 
Hv = total working hours per year of vehicle - type v , 
D = round- trip distance expressed as mi l e s per trip , 
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S = speed express ed a s mi l es per hour , and 
T = transfer time (including waiti ng time , loading 
time , a n d unloading time) expr e ssed as hours per 
trip. 
The average c ost per mile fo r both t ypes of vehicles 
is computed as fo l lows: 
where 
TCv 
CM = v M 
v 
CMv = averag e cost per mile of vehic l e -type v . 
(2 3) 
And, the a verage cost per hundredweight- mi l e is esti -
mated as follows : 
c~ = 
v 
TC 
v 
M PL v v 
where for vehi c l e - type v , 
' 
CHMv = average cost p er hundredweight- mile, and 
PLv = payload in hundredweight . 
Assumptions 
The basic assumptions in this analysis a r e : 
1. The paylo ads o f the tractor-trailer and tandem 
trucks are 2 4 and 15 tons, respectively . These 
trucks are owned and operated by nonregulated inde-
pendent or private operators . 
2 . There are 225 working days o r 2,200 working ho urs per 
year. 
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3 . Diesel fuel price is assumed t o be $0 . 70 per gallon . 
4 . The trans fer time for loadinq and unloading grain 
is 45 minutes per trip . 
5 . The assumed average speed-dista~ce relationship is 
shown in Table 9 . 
Fi xed costs 
The fixed costs considered for the two vehicles are : 
1 . Interes t and depreciation : Inte~est and depreciation 
costs are based on an annual equivalent cost of 
utilizing a 10 percent interest rate and a life 
expectancy o f five years. The tractor semi- trailer 
is assumed to be equipped with the following options : 
a . Engine - 290 hp diesel 
b . Tra nsmission - 9 s peed 
' 
c. Tires - 11.00 x 22 . 5" radials 
d . Trailer- hopper bottom 
e. Ra dio 
The estimated purchase price for ~he tractor and 
hopper bottom trailer in late 1977 was $46 , 050. This 
purchase price is ne t of tires. The salvage value 
is estimated at $14 , 500 . 
The tandem truck was assumed to have the fol l owing 
options : 
a . Engine - 195 hp diesel 
b . Transmission - 7 speed 
c . Ti res - 10.00 x 20 11 radials 
d . Radio 
The purchase price of the tandem t ruck a t late 1977 
prices was $35 ,6 00 . The salvage value at the end 
of five years was estimated to be $9 , 000 . 
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Table 9 . Speed- distance relationship for grain transportation 
by types of vehic l es in miles per hour 
Vehicle Round trip 
distance Tractor - semitrailer 
(MPH) 
30 35 
so 35 
100 40 
150 40 
200 40 
250 45 
300 45 
350 50 
400 50 
Tandem 
(MPH) 
35 
35 
40 
40 
2 . License and taxes : The tractor- trailer l icense 
fee for 36 tons gross weight is $1 , 330 per year , 
and the highway use tax is $228 per year . The 
tandem license fee for 23 tons gross weigh t is 
$680 per ye a r, and the highway use tax is $120 
per year. 
3 . Insurance : Insurance costs vary with the level of 
coverage . In this analysis , the average annual 
insurance payment for liability and collisio n 
was assumed to be $3 , 722 for the trac t o r - trailer 
and $1,899 for the tandem ~ruck . 
4. Manageme nt c o sts : To t al management costs of $4 80 
per year were a ssumed fo r each type of truck . 
5. Maintenance and repai r costs : Maintenance and re -
pair costs per year a re assumed to be 5 percent of 
the purchase p rice of the vehicles . Thu s, the 
annual maintenance and repair costs a r e $2 , 303 and 
$1 , 7 80 per year f or the tractor-trailer and tandem 
truck, respect i vely. 
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v ar i abl e cos ts 
The variable costs considered in th is analysis a r e : 
1 . Fue l cos t s: Fuel consumpt i on for the trac t or -
tra iler i s five mi l es per gal l o n when travel ing 
loaded and six miles per gallon when travel ing 
empty . Fuel consumption for t he tandem truck is 
5 . 5 miles per gallon when traveling l oaded and 6. 5 
miles per gal lon when traveling empty. 
2. Oil and o il filter costs : The estimated cost of 
one oil and filter change is SlJ . 05 for the 
tandem truck and $3 4.27 for the tractor- trailer 
truck . The oil and filter are changed eve r y 4 , 00 0 
mile s on the tandem truck and every 10 , 000 miles 
o n the tract or- trailer truck . 
3 . Tire c o sts : Tire cost and life expectance by tire 
size a s obtained from ti re dealers are as fol l ows: 
Size o f Tire 
10 . 00 / 20 " 
11 . 00 / 22 . 5 " 
Ply 
12 
12 
Price 
$246 . 00 
$275 . 00 
Life 
100 , 000 miles 
1 00 , 000 miles 
The tractor-trailer unit has 18 units of 11 . 00/22 . S " 
tires . The tandem truck has ten uni.ts of 10 . 00/20 " 
tires. 
4 . Driver wages: Driver wages fo r the tractor - trailer 
combination was assumed to be $ 8 . 22 per hour with 
frin ge be nefits included . Driver wage s for the 
tandem truck was assumed to be $7 . 39 pe r hour with 
fringe benefits included . 
The estimated costs per mile and hundredweight- mile fo r 
the tractor- trailer and the tandem trucks are presented 
in Table 10. The alphas a nd betas of the two d i ffe r ent 
types of truck were combined to ref l ect the fact tht 
90 % of the g r ain is moved in tractor-semi - trailer 
units, and the remaining 10% is hauled by a tandem 
truck [1 3 ]. The combined a l p ha and beta is: 
a= .04600 2 
s = .002149 
Table 10 . Estimated costs of haulin g grain i n tractor- trailer and tande m trucks by trip di~tance 
and speed in l a t e -1977 
Round Speed Number Total Fixed Variable Trans f e r Total Average Average co5t 
trip in mi l es of trips annual cost cost per cost cost cos t per hundre d-
distance per hour per yea r mileage per year mile per year per year per mile wc i ghl - m.l le 
Tractor-traile r 
a 
30 35 1, 368 41 , 040 $17 , 835 $0 . 415 1 $8 ' 4 34 $4 3 ' 303 $1. 055 $0 . 00437 
50 35 1, 009 50 ,450 17, 835 0 . 4151 6 , 220 44, 995 0 . 892 0 . 00370 
100 40 676 67 , 600 17 , 835 0 . 3857 4,168 48 , 076 0 . 711 0 . 00295 
150 40 4 88 73 , 200 17 , 8 35 0 . 3857 3 , 009 49 , 077 0 . 6'/(J 0 . 00270 
200 40 382 76 , 400 17 , 835 0 . 3857 2 , 355 49 , 658 0 . 650 0 . 00269 
250 45 348 37 , 000 17 , 835 0 . 3629 2 , 145 51 , 550 0.593 0 . 00246 
300 4 5 296 88 , 800 17 , 835 0 . 3629 1 , 825 51 , 883 0 . 584 0 . 00242 
350 50 283 99 , 050 17 , 8 35 0 . 3446 1 , 745 53 I 713 0 .542 0 . 00225 
400 50 251 100 I 400 1 7 , 835 0 . 3446 1 , 5 47 53 , 981 0 . 538 0 . 00223 w 
"' b 
Tandem 
30 35 1, 368 41 , 0 40 $1 2 , 876 $0 . 3557 $7 , 582 $35 ,058 $0 . 854 $0 . 00570 
50 35 1, 009 50 , 450 12 , 876 0 . 3557 5 , 592 36 , 416 0 . 722 0 . 0048 1 
100 40 676 67 , 600 1 2 , 876 0 . 3294 3 , 747 38 , 887 0 . 575 0 . 00384 
1 50 40 488 73 , 200 1 2 , 876 0 . 3294 2 , 705 39 , 689 0 . 542 0 . 00362 
200 40 382 76 , 400 12 , 876 0 . 3294 2 , 117 40 ,156 U. S2G 0 . 00350 
a k ' True ing cos t function: a: $0.04668 , B $0 . 00205 . 
b k ' True ing cost func tio n: a: = $0 . 0 3992 , B = $0 . 00309 . 
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Truck Rate Estimates 
Truck rates are estimated in thi s analy sis by the 
following formula: 
where 
= [FCT + VCT (mv) + TRT ]1.07 v v v 
~ = est imated r ate per bushel for vehicle type v 
FCTv = fixed cost per bushel vechicle type v 
( 24) 
VCTv = variable cost per ton-mile f o r vehic le type v 
mv = one-way trip distance for vehicle t y pe v 
The alpha (Table 1 0) calculated in the vehicle type and 
trip distance is equal to FCTv + TRTv . The beta (Table 1 0) 
calculations equal VCT . A p r ofit margin o f seven percent was v 
added to ~he estimaced truck costs to apprcxi~ate 1978 cruck 
rates for transporting q rain. 
Rail Rates 
The rail rates used in the mode l were at the Ex Parte 349 
level, which became effective Jun e 8 , 1978. The races =rom 
each elevator to finil market were collected fr om tariff 
books published by t;ie railroads servicir.g the elevacors 
in each area. In each case, the l owest rate a vailable was 
used , subject to the load-cut and siding capacity of the 
elevator. Table 11 shows a sample o f the rail rates used in 
t..11.is analysis. 
1'ahl~ 11. Railroad rates f o r transport ing corn a nd soybeans from selected Iowa or i gins to 
sel ect ed markets by size of s hipment in e:ents per hundredwe ight at Eh Parte 
349 rate l eve l s , e astern and western d.istxicts 
__ \!_es tern _ _ais t rict ori g ins 
Marke l Size of Albert 
shipment City Bode 
Gulf e xport 
Chicago exporl 
Cedar kapids 
Mississ1ppi River 
single - car 
25-car 
SO-car 
75 ·· ~a r 
sinq le car 
25-ca r 
SO-car 
75-ca r 
4-cr1r 
25-car 
50-car 
4 or 5-car 
25··car 
50-car 
Kdnsas City si ngl e car 
Chi c ago 0 11e-tran:=i L si nqle car 
aNot a vail able. 
LSeasona l rai l rates . 
90.5 90.5 
00.0 RO . O 
73.S 73. 5 
69 .0 69.0 
50.5 50 . 5 
46 .5 4n.s 
43. 0 43.0 
39.0 39.0 
2 ·1 5-29 Sb ~7.5-29.5~ . . h 
24.0- 25 .Sb L4. 0-25 .5b 
22. 0-2j. 5 22 . 0··23 . 5 
. b b 
35.5-37.Sb 35 . 5··37 .5 
3L.C•-J4. 5b J~. 0-34. ':>~ 
. ) 
29 .0-Jl.O 29 . 0- 31. 0 
{1 3 . I) h3.() 
6::\. n 63 .0 
Ea~ tern dis tric t origins 
Readl yn Wate rloo 
88.0 86.5 
00 . 0 80 . 0 
73.5 73 . S 
69.0 n9 . 0 
45.0 45.0 
43.0 43.5 
39.5 40 . 0 
35 .0 35 . 0 
a a 
b b 
14 .5- 15.Sb 14 . 0-l4.5b 
12 . 5-11 . 5 11. 5-13 . 0 
a 
10. 5-33 . u~ 
a ~6 . 0-2Cl . 0 
a 23 .~-2~ .0b 
6LO td.O 
56.5 55.0 
w 
00 
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Estimated Grain Handling and Storage 
Investment Costs 
Variable grain handling costs from elevator to final 
market are divided into elevator receiving and load- out 
costs, and variable elevator hand ling costs . 
Variable costs for receiving and l oading out grain at 
country elevators and subterminals were de rived from a 1974 
USDA cost study [16, pp . 38- 39) . The 1974 ~stimated variable 
handling costs were inflated to 1978 levels by using price 
and wage indices obtained from the United States Department 
of Commerce [17]. The estimated 1974 and 1978 variable 
handling costs for elevators and subterminals are presented 
in Table 12 . 
Variable storage costs are estimated for storage at 
elevators. Once the moisture content of grain is reduced to a 
s afe level for storage, it is assumed that almost all of the 
variable costs of grain storage are e ncompassed in the oppor-
tunity costs of storage . Therefore, based on the 10 percent 
discount rate and the 1977-1978 ave rage quarterly corn and 
soybean prices paid to farmers and e l evators in the t wo 
study areas, the variable costs for storage into the next 
quarter are presented in Table 13 . 
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Table 12 . Estimated variable cost of receiving and loading 
out grain at country elevators and subterminals in 
cents per bushel , 1974 and 1978a 
Country elevators Subterminal elevators 
1974 1978b 19 7 4 1978b 
Type of cost 
Di r ect labor l. 8 2.40 1. 3 1. 73 
Administration 1.1 1. 46 0.8 1 . 07 
Power and heat 0 . 2 0 . 32 0 . 2 0 . 32 
Repairs 0 . 3 0 . 40 0 . 2 0 . 27 
Other 0 . 8 1. 07 0.7 0 . 93 
TOTAL variab l e cost 4 . 2 5 . 65 3 .2 4.32 
a Source : [16] . 
bBased on inflating the 1974 estimate for power and heat 
by the 1974- 1978 percentage change in the cons umer price index 
for gas and electricity and inflating the estimates for al l 
other c ost components by the 1974-1978 percentage change in the 
wholesale and retail trade index of average hourly earnings 
in the priva te nonfarm economy published by [17]. 
Table 13 . Estimated variable costs for storing corn and soy -
beans into the fo llowing quarte r du ring the 1977-
1978 crop year, in dol l ars per hundredweight at 
elevators and by study area 
Quarters 
El evators 
September- November 
Dec ember- February 
March- May 
June- August 
Eastern district 
Corn Soybeans 
$0 .04 35 $0.127 3 
0 . 0493 0.1385 
0.0567 0 . 1671 
0.0517 0 .1577 
Western district 
Corn Soybean s 
$0 . 0426 $0 . 1269 
0.0484 0.1381 
0 . 0558 0 . 1666 
0 .05 08 0 . 15 72 
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CHAPTER IV . RESULTS 
The objective function of this study i s compr i s ed of 
the costs of handling, storing and transpor ting grain from 
the ele vators to fina l markets plus the basis at the final 
markets . The optimal solut i on represents the least cost 
method of ma rketing grain from the study areas t o the final 
markets , and therefore maximizes net revenue at the elevators . 
The base computer solution describes the optima l flmv of 
gr ain from the study areas to final markets when the Ex Parte 
349 rail ratesr - in effect during part of the 1977 - 1978 marketing 
yea r -- a re used in the linear model . Four additional computer 
s o lutions reveal the estimated effect of increased rai l rates 
on shippers in terms of the change in t he cost per bushe l of 
marketing grain . The effects of the rail rate increases on 
rail carriers and competing modes are examined in the four 
addition a l solutions by compa r ing the resulting c hanges in 
modal r evenue, modal volume , a nd modal ton-miles . The 
changes in the flows of corn and s oybeans to the final 
markets are illustrated with tables of q uarterly flows by 
computer solutions. The changes in gr a in flows are limit ed 
due to the constraints placed in the model , however, a 
comparison of flows that t ake place in different computer 
solutions p rovides additional information on the effects of 
rail rate increases on grain shippers . 
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Three of the four additional solutions utilize 
percentage rail rate increases of twenty percent, thirty 
percent , and forty percent. The fourth solution uses a 
twenty cents per hundredweight rate increase on all rail 
shipments . 
Method of Presentation 
The effect of rail rate increases on grain shippers 
can be measured in a gene r al way by the change in the value 
of the objective function. The change in the value of 
the objective func tion d ivided by the total number of 
bushels shipped, yields the change in cost per bushel of 
handling, storing , and transporting the grain to the final 
market . But this average change in the cost per bushel by 
solution doesn ' t indicate what types of shippers bear the 
brunt of the rail rate increase, and what types of shippers 
are relative ly unaffected. 
In order to present a detailed analysis of the ef fects 
on individua l grain shippers, the change in cost per bushel 
is anal yzed using a framework of observable physical charac-
teristics of the e levators in the study areas. These 
physical characteristics follow the ICC guidelines for 
determining market dominance, and were developed using the 
elevator survey and therefore are based on the historic 
behavior of the elevators during the 1977-1978 marketing year . 
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The characteristics used to stratify the shippers are : 
1. The shippers load- out capacity . The loadout 
capacity reflects the physical s ize of the elevator . 
A greater load-out capacity allows the elevator to 
obtain a lower rail rate due to larger size rail 
shipments. 
2 . The percentage of grain historically shipped by 
rail . The shippers were divided into two groups , 
those that shipped g reater than 70 percent of their 
total annual volume by rail, and those that shipped 
less . This characteristic allows an evaluati on of 
the effects of rail rate increases on shippers that 
moved a large share of their grain by rail during 
1977- 1978, regardless of the size of the shipper. 
3 . The distance in rail - miles from the elevator to its 
predominate final markets. In this case the shippers 
were divided into a group that shipped most of their 
gra in to markets less than 300 miles away in 1977-
1978 and a group that tended to ship grain to markets 
300 miles or further. This characteristic al l ows 
an analysis of the substitution of truck service 
for rail service , as 300 rail-miles is within 
trucking capability , given higher rail rates . 
The other question that is addressed is the effect of 
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rail rate increases on the railroads and competing modes . 
Besides t he fact tr.at the analysis would be incomplete with-
out a s ummary of the effects on rail carriers and other 
modes , more information is obtained about the effects on 
shippers by looking at the modal effects. For example , the 
c hange i n the cost per bushel analysis doesn 't reveal 
whether the increase in cost that a shipper experiences is 
due to moving a commodity via a more expensive rail rate, 
shifting to a less desirable market, or substituting a truck 
s hipment for the now more costly rail shipment . Summariz i ng 
the effects of rail rate increases on the d ifferent modes 
addresses these types of questions. 
The effects of rail rate increases on transportation 
modes a r e analyzed by observing the changes in: 1) the total 
bushels shipped by the different modes ; 2) the total revenue 
by mode ; and 3) the total ton- miles by mode . 
The total bushels shipped by mode depic ts the c hanges 
that occur as elevator shippers switch from one mode to 
another. A comparison of the tota l bushels shi pped by mode 
with the change in grain flows allows a complete picture as 
to the nature of the change in the grain flow by modes and 
to final markets . 
The elasticity of demand for rail service can be calcu-
lated using the percentage rate increases , an d either the 
rail ton-mil es or the quantity of bushels . The elasti city 
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of demand is defined as the ratio of the percentage change 
in quantity demanded t o the percentage change in price . If 
the percentage change in price is greater in absolute value 
than the percentage change in quanti t y , the demand for rail 
services is inelast i c . When the e l as tic ity of demand is 
inelastic, total reve nue moves in the same direction as the 
price , i . e., total re venue increases when the p r i c e increases 
and v ise- versa . If the percentage change in p rice is less 
in absolute value than the perc entage change in quantity , 
the dema nd for r ail s ervices is elastic . In the case of an 
elastic demand function , the total revenue follows the 
change in quan tity . If the quan tity demanded fal l s , tota l 
revenue falls, and if the quanti ty demanded increases, total 
revenue increases . 
Th e model ton-miles embodies two e l ements of bulk ship-
ments; the quantity transported, and the distance transporte d . 
Therefore, ton- mil8s is a good measure of modal utilization . 
The ton- mil e s by each mode is stratified and analyzed using 
the three shi pper c haracteris tics deve l oped in the change in 
marketing cost analysis . 
The change i n gra in flows to final markets caused by t he 
increases in rail rate s is a nalyzed by comparing the fluctua -
tions at each market a cross the five computer solutions . The 
f luctuations are limited by the constraints in the model . 
Th e constraints are nec essary as substitutes for actual 
demand functions . 
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In reality, each of the final markets has a negatively 
sloped demand function for corn and soybeans. As the 
quantity of grain supplied at each final market increases, 
their bid for grain decreases, thus making bids at other 
final markets better alternatives. However, the estimation 
of demand functions requires exte nsive data and judicious 
statistical treatment. 
The price data used in this analysis are single 
q uart erly bids at each final market . To prevent the 
quantity of either grain shipped t o e ach domestic market from 
exceeding the quantity that each market can receive without 
significantly affecting its bid price , the quantity that can 
be shipped to each domestic marke t is constrained . 
The maximum change permitted in the flows is plus or 
minus 10 percent of the historic quantity received in a 
quarter for processors and export marke ts. The maximum 
change in flows at barge terminals is plus 30 percent and 
minus 20 percent of the historic qua rterly receipts . A 10 
percent inc r ease over the historic quarterly r ece i pts is per-
mitted at inland storage terminals . 
Combining the analysis of these three different measures, 
i . e . , the change in the cost per bushel , the change in the 
ton - miles, and the change in flows y ields an accurate descrip-
tion of the total est i mated effects of rail rate increases on 
grain shippers and on transportation modes. 
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Eastern District Results 
Effects on shippers 
The objective function for each of the five computer 
solutions is summarized in Table 14. Also shown are the 
total estimated changes in net price , transportation, 
and handling costs due to the increases rail rates . In the 
forty percent rail rate increase solution, the value of 
the objective function-- the total cost of marketing the 
corn and soybeans-- increased 13 percent from $8,209,456 to 
$9,276,095 . The estimated costs in cents per bushel increased 
in a range from 3 .51 cents for a twenty percent rail rate in-
crease to 5.95 cents for the forty percent rail rate increase . 
Table 14. Estimated value of the objective funct i on for five 
computer solutio ns, eastern district, in dollars 
Total Change in Change in 
transport net price , net price , 
Solution and transportation transportation marketing and handling and handling 
costs costs costs due to 
and due t o rail rate 
futures rail rate increase s 
basis increases (¢/bushel) 
Base $8,209 , 456 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 8,838 , 696 $ 629 , 240 3 . 51 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 9,078,682 
Forty percent 
rate increase 9 , 276 ,095 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 9,183,018 
869,226 4.85 
1,066,639 5 . 95 
973,562 5.43 
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Table 15 illustra t es the estimated corn and s oybean 
shipme nts in tho usands of bushels by mode . The t o tal rail 
shipments would have dec l ined in a range from 26 to 58 
perce nt , and truck shipments would have increased from 50 
t o 131 percent. 
The twenty cents per hundredweight solution changes the 
modal quantities more than the forty per c ent solution be-
cause the twenty cents per hundredweight increase discrimi-
nates against short distance shipments . For example , the 
twenty cents pe r hundredweight rate increase would cause 
the multiple- car rail rate for a shipment of 45 miles to i n -
crease b y 100 percent yet would increase a multip l e - car 
Gulf rail shipment by o nly 23 percent . 
Virtually all of the rail shipments to eastern Iowa 
processors and barge terminals would have switched to 
truck in the twenty cents per hundredweight s olution . In 
the percentage rate increase solutions, larger eleva t o rs 
that used multiple car shipments to processors and barge 
terminals would h ave continued to ship by rail to the se 
destinations . 
Th e truck barse flows would have increased because 
elevators shipping by truck-barge would have increased t he 
vo lume of g r ain that they moved to barge te r minals , a nd 
elevators that d i d not ship to barge terminals in the b a se 
solutio n would h ave begun using this market . The increased 
Table 15. Estimated corn and soybean shipme nt s in bushels by mode from t he eastern district by 
computer solution 
Rail Truck Rail- bar9e Truck- bar9e 
Thousands Percent Thousands Percent Thousands Percent Thousands Percent 
Solut i on of change of change of change of change 
b ushe ls from base bushels from base bushels from base bushels f r om base 
shipped solution shipped solution shipped solution shipped solution 
Base 10 , 943 0 3 , 933 0 1 , 06 3 0 1, 974 0 
TWent y percent 
rate increase 8 , 065 - 26 . 3 5 , 910 50 . 3 1 , 352 27.2 2 , 586 31.0 
Thirty percent 
rate i ncrease 6 , 299 - 42 . 4 7 , 510 90.9 1,230 15 . 7 2 , 875 45 . 6 
Forty percent 
rate increase 6 , 051 -44 .7 7 I 714 96 . 1 1, 021 - 3 . 9 3 ,1 28 58 . 4 ~ l..O 
TWenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 4,634 - 57. 7 9 , 062 130.4 0 -100 . 0 4 , 218 113.6 
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supply of g r ain moving to the barge terminals was diver ted 
from Gulf rail s hipments by the higher rail rates . 
The change in the cost per bushel stratified by 
shipper l oad- out capacity is presented in Table 1 6 . The 
truck shipper would have paid very little of the e s t imated 
increases in marketing costs over the differ ent rail rate 
s olutions , with the largest increase e stimated at one cent 
per bushel . The estimated cost of marketing g rain would 
have declined for the truck shippers in the thirty and 
forty percent solutions. 
The rail s hippers ' estimated marketing cos t s would have 
increa s ed substanti a lly . The single ~o 24 car shippers would 
have paid a n estimated maximum of 6 . 4 cents per bushel mo r e 
t o market their grain . The 50- 74 car shipper would have 
paid 1 2 . 4 cents per bushel more in the forty percent solu-
tion , a nd t h e 75+ car shipper would h ave paid 10 . 6 cents 
per b ushel more . Table 16 clearly shows t hat multiple- car 
shippers would have incurred the larger increase s in 
marketing costs caused by the increased rail rates. The 
multiple-car and unit train shippers would have incurred these 
costs primarily because they have the advantage of a lower 
rail rate t o the final markets . The basis at these ele-
vators is narrower r e lative t o the smaller eleva tors in the 
same area . Therefo re, an increase in rail r ates can widen 
their basis and yet still leave them compet iti ve for g rain . 
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Ta ble 16. Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn 
and s oybeans over the base sclution, eastern 
d is t r ict , in cents per bushel by type and size 
of shipper 
Type of 
Sh i ppe r 
Truck 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
Rail 
1 - 24 cars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
25- 49 cars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
50- 74 c ars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
Twenty 
percent 
r ate 
i n crease 
s o l ution 
0 . 5 
- 0 . 6 
0 . 2 
5 . 6 
0 . 7 
4 . 6 
- 1. 2 
6 . 7 
- 0 . 2 
5.8 
1 0 . 3 
6 . 6 
75 cars or more 
Corn 4 . 6 
Soybeans 6 . 4 
TOTAL 4 . 9 
Thirty 
percent 
rate 
increase 
solut i on 
- 0.9 
0 . 9 
- 0 . 6 
7 . 3 
1. 8 
6 .1 
4. 2 
- 13 . 7 
1. 8 
9 .5 
10 . 3 
9 . 6 
6. 9 
10 . 1 
7 . 6 
Forty 
percent 
rate 
increase 
solution 
- 0 . 5 
0 . 8 
- 0.3 
7 . 7 
1. 6 
6 . 4 
0 .9 
2.8 
1. 2 
14 . 1 
5 . 3 
12 . 4 
9 . 5 
15 . 2 
10 . 6 
Twenty cents 
per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 
solution 
0 . 8 
2 . 0 
1 . 0 
7 . 8 
0 . 1 
6 . 1 
- 0 . 5 
- 12 . 8 
-2.1 
15 . 8 
12 . 8 
15 . 2 
5 . 2 
12 . 2 
6 . 6 
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The change in the cost per bushel categorized by the 
total percent of annual volume shipped by rail is pre-
sented in Table 17 . The est imated cost in cents per bushel 
for elevators that shipped less than 70 percent by rail would 
have increased in a range from 2 . 4 to 3 . 3 cents . The cost 
for elevators that shipped more than 70 percent by rail 
would have increased from 5 . 2 cents to 10.2 cents per 
bushel. 
Table 18 presents the change in the cost per bushel 
stratified by the predominate distance shipped. The group 
of elevators that shipped to markets less than 300 miles 
away would have had estimated cost increases of 2 . 6 to 3 . 6 
cents per bushel. The group of elevators that shipped to 
markets 300 miles or further would have had increases of 
5.5 to 11.2 cents per bushel . 
The groups of elevators that shipped less than 70 
percent by rail and to markets less than 300 miles wo uld 
have incurred less of the cost increases because these 
groups of elevators would have switched their rail shipments 
to truck when the rail rates were increased by twenty percent . 
As the rates continued to increase , their trucking costs 
would remain unchanged. The groups of elevators that shipped 
more than 70 percent by rail and to markets further than 
300 miles away would ha ve had increases in marketing costs 
with every rate increase . 
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Table 17. Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn and 
soybeans over the base solution in cents per 
bushel, eastern district, by amount elevators 
shipped by rail in the 1977-1978 marketing year 
Solution 
Elevators shipping 
less than 
70 percent 
b y rail 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
Twenty percent 
rate i ncrease 2 .8 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 3 . 3 
Forty percent 
rate increase 3 . 4 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 4.0 
0.7 2.4 
1.4 2 .9 
2 . 2 3 .1 
0.3 3 . 3 
Elevators shipping 
70 percent 
or more 
by rail 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
5.2 5 . 3 5.2 
8.1 6.6 7 . 8 
10 . 8 7 . 8 10 . 2 
8.6 8 .7 8.7 
Table 18. Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn and 
soybeans over the base solution in cents per bushel , 
eastern district b y predominant distance elevators 
shipped in the 197 7- 1978 marketing year 
Elevators shipping Elevators shipping 
less than 300 miles 
Solution 300 or 
miles 
Corn Soybeans 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 3 . 2 0.5 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 4.0 
Forty percent 
rate increase 4.1 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 4.2 
0.8 
1. 4 
0 . 2 
more 
TOTAL Corn Soybeans 
2 .6 5 . 0 7 . 7 
3 . 3 7.8 10. 2 
3 .6 11.0 12. 0 
3.6 8. 7 12.4 
TOTAL 
5 . 5 
8.2 
11.2 
9.4 
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This is ascribable to the fact that the elevators com-
prising the groups of elevators that shipped greater than 
70 percent by rail, and to markets further t han 300 miles 
away are multiple-car shippers . The multiple- car rates are 
low relative to other transportation rates , so the multipl e 
car rail shippers would continue to use rail shipments 
despite rate increases of up to forty percent. 
Effects on transportation modes 
Total rail and truck revenues by computer solution for 
the eastern district are presented in Table 19. Rail reve -
nue s would have decreased, with the largest decrease 
occurring in the twenty cents per hundredweight solution . 
Truck revenues would have increased in each solution ranging 
from 42 to 140 percent. 
Table 20 shows the estimated ton- miles by mode and by 
s olution . Total rail ton- miles would have declined in all 
cas es and truck ton- miles would have increased . The largest 
decline in rail ton-miles, and the largest gain in truck ton-
miles, would have occurred in the twenty cents per hundred-
we i ght solution. This change re flects a transition from 
Chicago- One- Transit movements to truck movements with eastern 
Iowa processor destinations . 
The elasticity of demand for rail services in the eastern 
district can be calculated by dividing the total percentage 
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Table 19. Estimated rail and truck revenues from corn and 
s oybean shipments, eastern distri c~, by comput er 
s o lut iona 
To t al 
Solution rail 
r evenue 
Base $3 ,6 26 , 869 
Twe nty percent 
rate i ncrease 3 ,1 66 , 625 
Thirty percen t 
rate increase 2 , 672 , 29 7 
Fo rty percent 
rate increase 2 , 722 , 133 
Twenty cents per 
h undredweight 
rat e increase 2,285,211 
Percent 
change 
from base 
solution 
- 12 . 7 
-2 6 . 3 
- 25 . 0 
- 37 . 0 
Total Percent 
truck 
change 
from base revenue solution 
$ 727 , 96 2 
1,037 , 455 42.5 
1,272 , 779 74 . 8 
1 , 3 42,91 3 84 . 5 
1 ,746,276 139 . 9 
aBarge revenue was not avail able becaus e the bid prices 
for barge corn and s oybeans were f . o . b . barge l oading po ints . 
Table 20 . Es tima ted t housands of ton- miles of corn a nd soy-
bean shipments by rail and truck , eastern district , 
by computer solution 
Percent 
Ra il change Truck Solution 
ton-mi les from base ton- mi les 
Base 20 9 , 669 
Twe n ty percent 
rate increa s e 164, 746 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 1 55 , 377 
Forty p e rcent 
rate increase 153 ,874 
Twenty cents per 
hundredwe i ght 
r a t e increase 145,636 
solution 
12 ,19 5 
- 21. 4 17,370 
- 25. 9 21, 37 0 
-26. 6 22 , 601 
- 30 . 5 29,9 04 
Percent 
change 
from base 
s olution 
42 . 4 
75 .1 
85 . 3 
145 . 2 
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change in the quantity of bushels hauled via rail and rail -
barge by the percentage increase in rail rates . In the 
twenty percent rail rate increase solution, the quantity of 
bushels shipped via rail and rail- barge declined by 21 . 6 
percent (Table 15) . These figures yield an elasticity of 
demand for rail services in the eastern district under 
Ex Parte 349 rail rates of 1 . 08 , which is eldstic . 
Whi l e both rail revenues and rail ton-miles would have 
decl i ned in all solutions , the effectonthe railroads ' profits 
cannot be determined . If the railroads ' cost of providing 
services declined more than revenues, then the profits would 
have increased . If the railroads ' costs of providing service 
declined less than revenues , then profits would have declined. 
The total rail ton-miles stratified by shipper l oad- out 
capacity is shown in Table 21. Single t o 24 car shippers 
would have experienced the largest rail ton-miles decreas e , 
ranging from 51 percent to 87 percent . The 75+ car shipper 
would have been next in magnitude of rail ton- mile decreases . 
The 25- 49 car shipper and the 50- 74 car shipper both would 
have h ad mixed results. In general , the elevators with a 
less than 25 car shipping capacity would have decreased 
their rail shipment s significantly more than elevators with a 
g r eater than 25 car shipping capacity. 
Table 22 exhibits r a il ton- miles stratified b y t he 
historic percentage of rai l shipments during 1977 - 1978. The 
Table 21. Estimated thousands of r ail ton-miles by maximum size of elevator rail loading 
capacity, eastern district , by comput er solution 
Maximum Loadin9 CaEabi lit~ of Elevators 
1-24 cars 25- 49 cars 50-74 cars 75 or more cars 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Solution change change change change 
from from from from 
Ton- base Ton- base Ton- base Ton- base 
miles solution miles solution miles solution miles solution 
Base 36 , 706 3,693 47,314 121 , 957 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 17,978 -51.0 3 , 4 31 -7.1 50 , 669 7 . 1 92 , 668 - 24. 0 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 6 , 247 - 83 . 0 4 , 617 25 . 0 47 , 545 . 5 96,968 -20 . 5 
Forty percent Vl ....J 
rate increase 4,749 -87 . 1 3 , 230 -12.5 41 , 317 -12 .7 104,578 - 14 . 3 
Twe nty cents per 
hundredweight 
rat~ increase 6 , 263 -82.9 0 - 100 1 3 , 69 3 -71.1 1 25 , 680 3 . 1 
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Table 22 . Estimated thousands of rail ton- miles by percent 
of corn and soybeans elevat ors shipped by rail in 
the 197 7-1 978 marketing year , eastern district 
by computer solution 
Solution 
Base 
Twenty percent 
Elevators shipping 
less than seventy 
percent by rail 
Percent 
change 
Ton- from base 
miles solution 
35 , 56 7 
rate increase 17 , 826 - 49.9 
Thi rty percent 
rate increase 10,640 
Forty percent 
rate increase 7 , 933 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 6 ,0 85 
- 72 . 1 
- 77.7 
- 82 . 9 
Elevators shipping 
seventy percent or 
more by rail 
Ton -
mi les 
174 , 102 
146,927 
144 , 737 
145 ,941 
139 , 551 
Percent 
change 
from base 
solution 
- 15.6 
- 16.9 
- 16 . 2 
- 19 .9 
elevators that shipped less than 70 percent by r ail during 
1977- 1978 would have decreased their rail shipments on a 
much larger scale than the elevators that shipped greater 
than 70 percent of their annual volume by rail . Elevators 
that shipped l e ss than 70 percent by rail would have had 
decreases in rail ton-miles of from 50 percent to 83 per-
cent . Elevators that shipped greater tha n 70 percent of 
their annual volume by rail would have decreased their 
rail ton- miles, but the percentage decrease would have been 
in the range of from 15 percent to 20 percent in all of the 
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computer solutions. 
Illustrated in Table 23 is the rail ton-miles strati-
fied by the predominate distance shipped. Elevators shipping 
to markets less than 300 miles distant would have decreased 
rail ton-miles from 47 percent in the twenty percent solu-
t ion to 85 percent in the twenty cents per hundredweight 
solution. The rail ton- miles of elevators shipping to 
markets further than 300 miles remained in the range of a 
14 percent to 18 percent decrease . 
The constant level of the decrease in rail ton-miles 
across the computer solutions of the elevators shipping more 
than 70 percent of their total volume by rail, and elevators 
Table 23 . Estimated thousands of rail ton - miles by distance 
elevators shipped corn and soybeans, eastern 
district, by computer solution 
Elevators shi pping Elevators shipping 
less than 300 miles 300 miles or more 
Solution Percent Percent 
change change 
Ton- from base Ton- from base 
miles solution miles solution 
Base 40 , 398 169,271 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 21 , 409 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 10,865 
Forty percent 
rate increase 7 , 979 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 6,263 
-47.0 143,337 
-7 3 .1 14 4,513 
- 80.3 145,895 
- 84 . 5 139 , 373 
- 15 . 3 
-14.6 
- 13.8 
-17.7 
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shipping to markets further than 300 miles away indicates 
that these two groups of elevators have feasible rail 
markets. At t h e first level of rate increases- - t he twenty 
percent increase--these elevators would have decreased their 
rail ton- mi les by approximate ly 15 percent . This 15 percent 
decrease would have been the result of a shift from Gulf rail 
shipments to processors and barge t erminals . As the level of 
rail rate s conti nued to rise , this group of elevat ors would 
have decreased rail ton-miles by a maximum of an additional 5 
percent. This g r oup of elevat ors would have been willing to 
continue to use rail shipments even when rates were increased 
by 40 percent, because the multiple-car rail shipments would 
have been their best transportation alternative . The multiple 
car rail rate remains competitive when increased by 40 per -
cent because it is much lower than the rail rate of smaller 
sizes of rail shipments . 
The change in flows 
Table 24 presents the quarterly corn flows in thousands 
of bushe ls b y final destination . The primary change would 
have occurred in the first and second quarters . As the rail 
rate was increased , the corn moving under the Chicago- One -
Tra nsit rate t o processors would have been diverted t o d irect 
rail shipments. Th is substitution takes p lace because the 
processor demand at Cedar Rapids would have been fulfilled 
Table 24 . Eastern distri ct quarterl y t o tals for corn in thousands o f bushel s by computer solution 
Storage September-October- November Dece mbe r - January- February 
Survey Base 20% 30% 40% 20¢Lcwt . Survey Bas~ 20% 30% 40% 2Q~L~:t . 
Avon 7 . 6 87. 1 87 .l 87 .1 87 . 1 
Kansas City 863 . 4 351 . 4 193 . 7 193 . 7 193.7 193 . 7 255 .3 209 . 1 279 . 7 
TOTAL 
Storage 871. 0 351 . 4 280 . 8 280 . 8 280 . 8 280 . 8 255 . 3 209.1 279 . 7 
Processors 
Cedar Rapids 1572. 5 1 729 . 8 1729. 8 1729. 8 1729 . 8 1729 . 8 1373.9 173 . 9 1511 . 3 1511. 3 1511. 3 1511. 3 
Clinton 267 . 6 48 . 0 294 .4 294.4 294 . 4 202 . 8 223 . l 223.1 
Musca tine 204 . 1 204.1 204 . l 204 .l 1.1 1 73 . l 173 . 7 
°' ...... 
Keokuk 17 . 2 2 . 5 
Othe r 201. 3 159 .l 
Chi cago- One-
~ 
Trans it 515 . 7 263 . 6 l7 . 2 17 . 2 1736 . 7 399 . 3 176 . 2 225 . 6 
'l'O'rl'.L 
Proc..essing 2041. 4 2245 . 5 2245 . 5 2245 . 5 2245 . 5 2245 . 5 1736 . 9 1910 . 6 1910 . 6 1910 . 6 1910 . 6 19 10 . 6 
Ex.12orts 
Lake Ports 34.3 
Barge 914 . 6 709 . 2 1093 . 8 1093 . 8 1093 . 8 1093 . 8 311 . 0 
Gulf 45 . 5 384 . 6 889 . 5 1320.6 1320 . 6 1 320 . 6 1 320 . 6 1320 . 6 
TOTAL 
Export 994 . 4 1093 . 8 1093.8 1093 . 8 1093 . 8 1093 . 8 1200 . 5 1320 . 6 1320. 6 1320 . 6 1 320 . 6 1 320 . 6 
Table 24 (Continued) 
Storage March-April-May June-July-Au~ust 
Surve y Base 20% 30% 4 0% 20¢Lcwt . Surve y Base 20% 30% 40% 20¢Lcwt. 
Avon 
Kansas City 39.8 4 3 . 8 4 3 . 8 43 . 8 0.0 4 3 . 8 30 . 7 
TOTAL 
Storage 39.8 43. 8 4 3 . 8 4 3 . 8 0 . 0 43.8 30 . 7 
Processors 
Cedar Rapids 990 . 5 1089 . 6 1 089 . 6 1089 . 6 1268 . 8 9 04.8 1395 . 7 1395.7 1395 . 7 1395 . 7 
Clinton 48 4. 6 300 . 8 330 . 9 218 . 2 330 . 9 330 . 9 38 . 9 
Muscatine 16 .1 17 . 5 179 . 3 
Keokuk 0\ N 
Other 52 . 3 206 . 1 
Chicago-One-
Transi t 1697. 9 169 7 . 9 608.3 608 . 3 608 . 3 ; 378 . 2 
'l'OTAL 
Processing 1 543 . 5 1697 . 9 1697.9 1697.9 1697 .9 1697 . 9 1 793 . 2 1613 . 9 1613.9 1726 . 6 1 726 . 6 1613 . 9 
Exports 
Lake Ports 25 . 3 
Barge 770 . 2 776 . 4 776 .4 776 .4 776 . 4 776 . 4 1507.2 1135 . 8 1608 . 8 1 775 . 8 1819 . 6 1 888 . 5 
Gulf 1 217. 8 1410 . 4 1410.4 1410 . 4 1410 . 4 1410 . 4 225 . 0 473 . 0 
TOTAL 
Ex:_eort 1988 . 0 21 86 . 8 21 86 . 8 2186 . 8 2186 . 8 2186 . 8 1787.5 1608 . 8 1608 . 8 1 775 . 8 1819 . 6 1 888 . 5 
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with truck shipments and multiple- car rail shipments from 
larger elevators . The multiple-car rail shipments have a 
cost advantage over the Chicago-One- Transic rail bid . 
Table 25 shows the quarterly soybean f lows in thousands 
of bushels by final destination . The major effect of in-
creased r ail rates on soybean flows would have been t o 
diminish the shipments by rail during the third quarter . 
Instead , the soybeans would have been stored until the last 
quarter and then s hipped to processors. 
Summary of the 
Eastern District 
In the eastern district , the e l evators that would have 
incurred most of the increase in marketing costs would have 
been the multiple- car and unit train shippers . Multiple-
car and unit train shippers are the elevators in the groups 
that ship greater than 70 percent of their annual volume 
by rail, and that tend to ship to markets further than 300 
miles away . These two g r oups of elevators i ncurred much 
larger increases in marketing costs than the elevators that 
shipped less than 70 percent of their annual vo lume by rail 
a nd t hat s hipped to markets less than 300 miles away . The 
t ruck and single- c ar shippers paid little or none of the 
ra i l rate increases . 
The demand for r a il services was e stima ted to be elastic 
Table 25 . Eastern district quarterl y totals for soybean s in thousands of bushe l s by comput er 
solution 
September- Oc tober-November December- January-Fe bruary 
Survel Base 20% 30% 4 0% 20¢/cw t . Surve y Base 20% 30% 40% 20¢/cwt . 
Des Moines 59 . 2 37 . 7 65 . 1 65 .1 65 .l 65 . l 
Cedar Rapids 564 . 5 621. 0 621.0 621.0 62 1.0 621.0 451. 2 484 . 0 496 . 3 496 . 3 496 . 3 4 8 4 . 0 
Quincy , I L 18. 0 13 . 3 
Mason City 51.1 56 . 2 56 . 2 56 . 2 56 . 2 56 . 2 64.6 25 .4 25 .4 
I owa Falls 96 . 3 105.9 105 . 9 105 . 9 105 . 9 105 . 9 8 . 0 
Belmond 11. 7 12 . 9 12.9 12 . 9 12.9 12 . 9 0 .7 
Othe r 
O'\ 
~ 
TOTAL 
Processors 800 . 8 833 . 7 861.1 861.1 861.1 861.1 537 . 8 484.0 496 .3 521. 7 521.7 484.0 
Exeorts 
Lake Ports 1. 0 l. 4 
Barge 21 5 . 2 194 . 6 237 . 8 237 . 8 2 37 . 8 237.8 7.0 
Gulf 82 . 9 82 . 2 82 . 2 82 . 2 82 . 2 82 . 2 
TOTAL 
Exports 216 . 2 194 . 6 237 . 8 237 . 8 237 . 8 237 . 8 91. 3 82 . 2 82 . 2 82 . 2 82.2 82.2 
Table 25 (Continued) 
Processor s March- April-May June- Jul l - Au9ust 
Surve J::: Base 20% 30% 40% 20¢[cwt . Survei'. Base 20% 30% 40% 20¢/cwt. 
Des Moines 
Cedar Rapids 495 .1 463.9 463 . 9 463 . 9 463 . 9 463 . 9 485.7 534 . 3 534 . 3 534 .3 534 . 3 534 . 3 
Quincy , IL 9.7 22 . 9 25.2 25.2 25 . 2 
Mason Ci ty 6.6 13 . 7 15 . 1 15.1 15 . 1 15.l 
Iowa Falls 4.0 
Belmond 
Other 3 . 3 
O"I 
TOTAL U1 
Processors 515.4 463 . 9 463 . 9 463 . 9 46 3. 9 463 . 9 525 . 6 534 . 3 574 . 6 574.6 574 . 6 574.6 
Ex,12orts 
Lake Ports 4. 8 / 
Barge 200.3 189 . 1 221. 2 221. 2 221. 2 221. 2 22 1. 2 
Gulf 538 . 3 81 7 . 7 694. 5 669 . 1 732 . 0 ) 2 . 0 
TOTAL 
Ex2orts 743 . 4 817. 7 694 . 5 669 . 1 669 . 1 732 . 0 201.l 221. 2 22 1. 2 221. 2 221.2 221.2 
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in the eastern district. Accordingly , the total revenues 
and ton-miles decreased as the rail rates increased . The 
effects on the railroads' profits cannot be de t ermined as the 
effects of the decline in railroad volume on the railroads ' 
costs are unknown. 
Western District 
Results 
Effects on shippers 
The estimated value of the objective funct ion for the 
five computer solutions using the data from the western 
district is shown in Table 26 . The per bushel cost of 
transportation and handling increased from 7 . 4 cents per 
bushel to 14 . 5 cents per bushel as a result of the rail rate 
increases . The largest increase in transportation and 
handling cost occurred in the f o rty percent increase solu-
tion . 
Table 27 presents the change s in corn and soybean ship-
ments in thousands of bushe ls by mode under the different 
rate increases . The rate increases would have had little 
effect on the t otal quantity of grain moving via rail , with 
the largest, the forty percent rate increase , diminishing 
the total amount of grain shipped by rail by o nly 3.7 percent. 
The additional 951 , 000 bushels of grain that trucks 
handled in the 40 percent rate increase solution would have 
augmented their volume by 42 percent. The results presented 
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Table 26. Estimated value of the objective function for five 
comput er solutions, wes tern district , in dollars 
Solution 
Base 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 
Thirty percent 
r ate increase 
Forty percent 
rate increase 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 
Total 
transport 
and 
marketing 
costs 
and futures 
basis 
$12 , 491,745 
14 ,684,777 
15,768,539 
16,825 ,018 
15 , 613 ,20 8 
Change in 
net price, 
transportation 
and handling 
costs due 
to rail rate 
increases 
$2,1$3 , 032 
3 ,276,794 
4 , 333 , 273 
3 , 121 , 463 
Change in 
net price , 
trans portation 
and handling 
costs due 
to rail rate 
increases 
(cents/bushe l) 
7. 4 
11. 0 
14 . 5 
10.5 
in Table 27 indicate that the western district relies pri-
marily on rail service t o move grain to market; even with a 
40 percent rail rate increase rail shipments remain a 
better transportation alternative than truck shipments. 
The change in marketing cost per bushel stratified 
by shipper load- out capacity is shown in Table 28 . The 
1- 24 car shipper would have incurred slightly lower costs 
than the larger sizes of shippers . The 1 - 24 car shippers ' 
increased costs ranged from 5 . 7 cents per bushel under the 
twenty percent rate increase solution to 11 . 2 cents per 
Tabl e 27 . Estimated corn and soybean s hipments by mode from the weste rn dis trict by computer 
solution 
Rai l Truck Rail - barge Truck-bar9e 
Thousands Pe rcent Thousands Percent Thousands Percent Thousands Percent 
Solution of change of change of change of 
change 
bus he l s from base bushels from base bushel s f rom base bushels from base 
s hipped solution shipped solutio n shipped solution shipped solution 
Base 26 , 01 3 2 , 270 1 , 550 0 
Twenty pe1cent 
rate incr ease 25 , 744 -1.0 2 , 538 11. 8 l, 5SO 0 . 0 0 (J. 0 
Thirty perce nt 
rate inc rease 25,578 - 1. 7 2 , 705 19 . 2 1, 550 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 
Forty percent 
rate inc r e ase 25 , 062 - 3 . 7 3 , 221 41. 9 1 , 550 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 °' 00 
Twe nty cents per 
hundredweigh t 
rate increase 25 ,434 - 2 . 2 2 , 858 25 . 9 1, 541 - 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 
Table 28 . 
Size of 
rail 
shipper 
1-24 cars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
25- 49 cars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
50- 74 cars 
Corn 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
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Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn 
and s oybeans over the base solution , western 
d istrict , in cents per bushel , by size of shipper 
Twenty Thirty Forty Twenty cents 
percent percent percent per 
r ate rate rate hundredwe i ght 
increase increase increase rate increase 
solution solution solution solution 
7 . 6 
2 . 0 
5 . 7 
9.5 
6 . 5 
8. 3 
8 . 0 
7 . 8 
7 .9 
10.2 
3.2 
7 . 8 
15.4 
9.6 
13 . 2 
11. 7 
12 . 0 
11. 8 
14.5 
4 . 9 
11. 2 
17 . 7 
11 . 6 
15 . 4 
1 5 . 8 
16 . 5 
16 . 1 
11. 0 
4 . 5 
8 . 7 
11. 9 
11. 0 
11. 6 
10 . 3 
11. 2 
10.7 
75 cars or more 
Corn 7 . 3 
9 . 0 
7.8 
11. 3 
13.0 
11. 8 
15 . 1 
16 . 8 
15 . 5 
11 . 1 
10 . 9 
11.1 
Soybeans 
TOTAL 
bushel under the forty percent rate increase solution . As 
a comparison, the 75+ car shipper would have paid an esti-
mated increase in marketing costs per bushel of from 7 . 8 
cents to 1 5 . 5 cents. The results presented in Table 28 
show that the estimated costs of marketing grain would have 
increased for all sizes of shippers but that the multiple-
car shippers wo uld have faced the largest increases in 
marketing costs. 
Table 29 presents the estimated change in t h e cost of 
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Table 29 . Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn and 
soybeans over the base solution in cents per 
bushel, western district, by amount elevators 
shipped by rail in the 1977-1978 marketing year 
Solution 
Elevators shipping 
less than 70 percent 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
Elevators shipping 
70 percent or more 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 8 . 3 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 12.0 
Forty percent 
rate increase 15.4 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increases 11.4 
2.5 6.2 
3.9 9.1 
5 .1 11.7 
5 . 9 9.4 
7 . 6 8 . 4 7.9 
11.5 12.6 11.9 
15.4 16 . 7 15 . 9 
10 . 9 11.1 11.0 
marketing grain stratified by the total historic percentage 
of grain shipped by rail . Elevators that shipp2d less than 
70 percent by rail in 1977-1978 would have had increased 
costs ranging from 6.2 cents to 11.7 cents. Elevator s 
shipping 70 percent or more by rail in 1977-1978 would have 
had estimated cost inc r eases of from 7 . 9 cents to 15.9 
cents . 
Table 30 shows the estimated change in the cost of 
marketing corn and soybeans categorized by elevators that 
ship to destinations less than 300 miles distant , and 
elevators that ship to destinations greater than 300 miles 
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Table 30 . Estimated change in the cost of marketing corn 
and soybeans over the base solution in cents 
per bushel, western district by predominant 
di s tance elevators shipped in the 1977- 1978 
marketing year 
Solution 
Eleva tors shipping 
less than 300 miles 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
Elevators shipping 
300 miles or more 
Corn Soybeans TOTAL 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 9 . 3 3.0 6 . 9 7 . 4 7 . 8 7 . 5 
Thirty percent 
rate increa se 14.1 4.6 10 . 5 10 . 9 11.7 11.2 
Forty percent 
rate increase 16 . 7 6.0 12 . 6 15 . 0 15 . 6 15 . 2 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 12 . 2 7 . 0 10 . 2 , 10 . 7 10.3 10 . 6 
away . The cos ts per bushel would have increased from 6 . 9 
cents to 12.6 cents for elevators that tended to ship to a 
final market less than 300 miles distant. Elevators that 
shipped 300 miles or further would have faced estimated 
increased of 7 . 5 cents to 15.2 cents per bushel. 
The estimated cost of marketing corn by the groups of 
elevators that shipped less than 70 percent by rail, and 
to destinations located less than 300 miles away would have 
been greater than the marketing cost of the other group 
of elevators , e.g . those shipping greater chan 70 percent by 
rail, and shipping to destinations greater than 300 miles 
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away , for two reasons . First, the country elevators would 
have transshipped a large quantity of corn to the multiple -
car elevators which was then shipped to the Gulf via rail. 
Therefore , all of the r ai l rate increases would have been 
passed on to them in the form of a lower bid for their 
corn . Secondly, there are few good al ternat i ve corn markets 
accessible with truck shipments . The increase in rail rates 
would have caused a shift from rail shipments to truck ship-
ments , however , the grain would have been shipped s uch a 
distance by t r uck that it would have been o nly a sl ightly 
less expensive al terna tive . 
The estimated increase in cost of market i ng s oybeans 
for those elevators that shipped less than 70 percent by 
rail , and tha t shipped to markets less t han 300 miles away 
would h ave remained small because these elevators would 
have transported their s oybeans via truck t o processors. 
The elevators that shipped greater than 70 percent by rail 
and to markets 300 miles distant would have incurred high 
costs when transporting s oy beans because they shipped soy-
beans to Gul f rail export markets . 
The effect o n transportation modes 
Table 31 presents the esti mat ed rail and truck revenues 
from corn and soybean shipme nts in the western district . 
Estimate d rail r evenue wo uld have increased from 18 . 5 to 33 
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Table 31 . Estimated rail and truck revenu~s from corn and 
soybean shipments , weste rn district , by computer 
s o lution a 
Solution 
Base 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 
Thirty percent 
rate inc r ease 
Forty percent 
rate increase 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
To tal rail 
revenue 
$11,018 , 687 
13,054 , 406 
13,928 , 251 
14,612 ,6 51 
rate increa se 13,928 , 290 
Percent Percent 
change Tota l truck change 
from base revenue from base 
solution solution 
$184 , 733 
18 . 5 229,337 24 . 2 
26 .4 253 , 825 37 .4 
32 . 6 339 ,756 83.9 
26 .4 298 , 503 61. 6 
aBarge revenue was not available because the bid pr ices 
for barg e corn and soybeans were f . o . b. barge loading points . 
percent, and truck revenue would have increased from 25 tc 
84 percent . 
Table 32 shows the estimated thousands of ton- miles of 
corn and soybean shipments by rail and truck for the weste rn 
district . The rail ton- miles would have decreased slightly 
as the rail rate increased, and the truck ton- mi les would 
have increased . The neg ligible decline o f rail ton- miles 
indicates how strongly the shippers in the western district 
depend on the railroads for grain transportation. 
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Table 32 . Estimated thousands o f ton- miles of corn and s oybean 
shi pments by rail a nd truck, western district , by 
computer solution 
Solution 
Base 
Twe nty percent 
Rail 
Ton-
miles 
99 3 , 243 
r ate i ncrease 983,956 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 976,596 
Forty pe r cent 
r a t e increase 958,663 
Twent y cents per 
hundredweight 
r a t e increase 979,691 
Percent 
change 
from base 
solution 
- 0 . 9 
- 1. 7 
- 3 . 5 
- 1. 4 
Truck 
Ton-
miles 
2 , 566 
3 , 369 
3,7 96 
5 , 352 
4 , 675 
Percen t 
c ha nge 
from base 
solut i o n 
3 1. 5 
48 .2 
108 . 9 
82 . 5 
The elas ticity of demand for rail services in the 
western district can be calculated by dividing the percen t age 
c hange i n t he quantity of bushels hauled via rail and rail-
ba r g e by t h e percentage i ncrease in rail rates . In t he 
twenty percent rail rate increas e solution, the quantity of 
bus he ls s hipped via rail decreas ed by 1 . 0 percent (Table 
27) . The elasticity of demand for rail services in the 
we stern distri c t under Ex Parte 349 rai l ra t e s i s 0 . 05 , 
which is h ighly inel~stic . 
Because t h e demand for rail services is h i ghly in-
e l astic , t he profits of t he rail r oads ser ving the western 
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district would have increased . The railroads would have 
had increased revenues while shipping smaller quantities o f 
corn and soybeans. 
Table 33 presents the estimated thousands of rail 
ton- miles by the maximum size of rail loading facilities . 
The estimated c hanges in rail ton-miles of 1- 24 and 25 - 49 
car shippers indicate that these shippers would have s ome 
a bility to substitute trucks for rail . These substitutions 
would have been made in inland terminal storage markets . 
The 5 0 car and larger rail shippers would have mainta ined 
or increased their rail t on- miles . The rai J export markets 
would re~ain the best markets for 50- car and larger shippers 
even with the rai l rate increases . 
The estimated rail ton- miles stratified by the per-
c e ntage of grain shipped by rail in 1977 - 1978 i s shown in 
Ta ble 34. Elevators that shipped less than 70 percent by 
rail historical l y would have had e stimatej decreases of from 
11 t o 60 percent . The elevators shipping more than 70 
percent by rail historically would have had slight increases 
in estimated ton- miles in the percentage rail rate increases , 
and a decrease of two percent under the twenty cents per 
hundredweight solut ion . 
The estimated rail ton-miles categorized by the pre -
dominant distance that elevators shipped corn and soybeans 
is illustrated in Table 35 . The elevators that s h i pped 
Table 33 . Estimated thousands of rail t o n-miles by maximum size of elevato r rail l o ading 
capacity , western dis trict , by comput er solution 
Solution 
Base 
Tw.:!nty percent 
rate incre ase 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 
Forty percent 
r ate increase 
Twenty cents per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 
1- 24 ca r s 
To n-
Percent 
change 
from 
base 
miles solution 
33 , 195 
31 , 247 -5 . 9 
26 , 332 - 20 . 7 
24 , 959 - 24 . 8 
31,174 - 6 . 1 
Maximum Loading Capabi lity o f Elevators 
25- 49 cars 50- 74 cars 75 or more cars 
Percent Percent Percent 
change change c hange 
from from from 
Ton- base Ton- base Ton- base 
mi l e s s 0 Jutio11 miles solution mi l es solution 
147 , 210 239 , 659 573 ,178 
139 , 057 - 5 . 5 239 , 6 59 0 . 0 573 , 994 0 . 1 
124, 867 -15 . 2 239 , 659 0 . 0 585 , 738 2 . 2 
99 , 280 - 32 . 6 239 , 659 0. 0 594 ,764 3 . 8 
152 , 617 - 3.7 239 , 659 0 . 0 556 , 238 - 3 . 0 
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Table 34 . Estimated thous ands of rail ton-miles by perc e nt of 
corn and s oybeans elevators shipped by rail in the 
1977-1 978 marketing year , western distric t by 
computer solution 
Solution 
Base 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 
Thirty percen t 
rate increase 
Forty percent 
rate increase 
Twenty c ents per 
hundredwe i ght 
Elevators shipping Elevators shipping 
less than s eventy seventy percent or 
percent by rail more by rail 
Pe r cent Percent 
change change 
Ton- from bas e Ton- from base 
miles solution miles solution 
90, 399 902,844 
80 , 296 -11. 2 903,660 0.1 
61 ,1 92 - 32 . 2 915 ,4 04 1. 4 
36,397 - 59 . 7 922, 26 6 2 . 2 
rate increase 93 , 787 3 . 8 885 ,904 -1. 9 
Table 35. Estimated thousands of rail t on- miles by di s tance 
elevators shipped corn and soybeans, western 
district , by computer solution 
Elevators shipping Elevators shipping 
less than 300 miles 300 miles or more 
Solution Percent change Percent change 
Ton- f r om base Ton- from base 
miles solution rni les solution 
Base 74,050 919,19 3 
Twenty percent 
rate increase 66 , 317 
Thirty percent 
rate increase 52,121 
Forty percent 
rate increase 28,734 
Twenty c e nts per 
hundredweight 
rate increase 79,316 
-10. 4 917 , 639 
- 29.6 924,475 
-61.2 929,929 
7 . 1 900,375 
-0.2 
0.6 
1. 2 
-2.1 
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predominantly t o markets less than 300 miles away would have 
decreas ed rail t on- mi les from 10.4 percen t in the twenty 
percent r ate increase s olution to 61 pe r cen t in the forty 
percen t rate increas e s o lution . This rail ton - mi l e decrease 
would be the r esult of a swi tch from Gu lf r a il shipments 
to processor markets, a nd an increase in transshipments t o 
subtermina l elevators . 
The rail t on- miles of elevators t hat shipped pre-
dominately to ma rkets g r eater than 300 mi l es away would have 
ranged from a two percent decr ease in the twenty cents per 
hundredweight s olution to a 1 . 2 percent increase in the forty 
percent rate increase solution . The increas e in rail t o n -
mil e s woul d result fro m t he increase in Gulf rail shipment s 
due to the additional grain received from country elevators 
via transshipment. 
The change in flows 
Table 36 illustrat e s the quarterly corn f lows i n 
thousands of bushe l s by final destination . The major c hange 
in the flows of corn would have been a n increase in ship-
ments to inland t erminal sto rage facili ties in the winter 
and spring quarters. The corn moving i nto terminal storage 
would have b een diverted from Gulf rail shipments . I n the 
summer quarter there would have been an inc r ease in direct 
rail shipme n ts t o processors, a nd a decrease in Chicago- One-
Table 36 . Wester n district quarterly totals for corn in thousands of bushel s by computer solution 
Se.etembe r - October- November Decernber-Janua£i: - February 
St orage 20¢/ 20¢/ 
Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt . Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt . 
Avon 180.5 198 . 6 72 . 5 79 . 8 79 . 8 79 . 8 79 . 8 
Omaha 25.8 20 . 7 20 .7 20 . 7 20 . 7 20 . 7 
Kansas City 52 . 2 74 . 8 82 . 3 82 . 3 82 . 3 82 . 3 82.3 
Other 25 . 5 59.2 20 . 7 20 . 7 20 . 7 20 .7 --
TOTAL 
Storage 258 . 2 224 . 2 206 . 5 103.0 203 . 5 203 . 5 203 . 5 203 . 5 
Processors 
Cedar Rapids 120.3 132. 3 132 . 3 132 . 3 132 . 3 82.l 90 . 3 -.J 
\.0 
Clinton 7. 0 4. 0 18.9 
Muscatine 
Other 24 .l 85.5 18 . 7 
Chicago- One- 136 . 3 4. 0 4 . 0 4 . 0 205 . 2 205 .2 205 . 2 96 . 2 205 . 2 
'l'rans i t 
TOTAL 
Processing 151. 4 136 . 3 136 . 3 1 36 . 3 136 . 3 136 . 3 186 . 5 205 . 2 205 . 2 205 . 2 205 . 2 205 . 2 
Ex12ort s 
Lake ports 103. 3 88 . 8 
Barges 7 . 0 9 .1 9 .1 42 . 0 
Gul f 3008 . 5 2797 . 8 2806 . 9 2806 . 9 2806.9 2797 . 8 2626 . 1 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 
TOTAL 
Ex12ort 3118. 8 2806 . 9 2806 . 9 2806 . 9 2806 . 9 2806 . 9 2756 . 9 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 3032 . 6 
Table 36 (Continue d) 
March-Apri l-May June- J uly-Aug us t 
St orage 20¢/ 20¢/ 
Survey Bas e 20% 30% 40% cwt . Sur ve:z: Ba se 20% 30% 40% cwt. 
Avon 49 . 7 ll0 . 8 110 . 8 ll0 . 8 110 . 8 171. 5 188 . 7 
Omaha 22 . 6 22 . 6 22 . 6 22 . 6 22 . 6 33 . 1 33 . 1 33 . 1 
Kans as City 51.4 115 . 3 115 . 3 l15 . 3 115 . 3 115 . 3 114 . 3 125 . 7 125 . 7 1 25 . 7 125 . 7 125.7 
Othe r 125 . 0 45 . 6 ---
TOTAL 
Stor age 226 . 1 137 .9 248 . 7 248 . 7 248 . 7 248 . 7 331. 4 125 . 7 125 . 7 158 . 8 364 . 5 158 . 8 
Processo r s 
Cedar Rapids 39 . 0 308 . 0 338 . 8 338 . 8 
Clinton 24. 9 27 . 2 39 . 4 39 .4 39 . 4 
CX> 
0 
Muscatine 15 . 8 39 . 4 
Other 64. 5 58 . 8 39 .4 15 . 8 
Chicago-One-
Tr-a ns it 141. 2 141. 2 141. 2 141. 2 141 . 2 433 . 4 394 . 0 4 33 . 4 
TOTAL 
Pr ocess ing 128 . 4 141. 2 141. 2 141. 2 141 . 2 141 . 2 394. 0 4 33 .4 433 . 4 433 . 4 433 .4 4 33 . 4 
E~orts 
Lake Po r ts 31. 7 107 . 6 
Barge 146 . 6 456 . 6 456 . 6 456 . 6 456 . 6 456 . 6 451. 2 265 .4 175 . 3 182 . 7 182 . 7 456 . 3 
Gulf 5217 . 5 5478 . 8 5478.8 5478. 8 5478 . 8 5478 . 8 6090 . 9 6480 . 7 6359 . 5 6319 . 0 5888 .9 6045 .4 
TOTAL 
Exports 5395 . 7 5985 .4 5935.4 59 35 .4 5935 .4 5935. 4 6649 . 4 6746 . 4 6534. 8 6501 . 7 6071. 6 6501 . 7 
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Transit shipments. This change would have occurred because 
direct multiple-car rail shipments become more competitive 
with Chicago- One-Transit rates as the rail rates increase. 
Table 37 shows the quarterly soybean flows in thousands 
of bushels by final destination. The increase in rail rates 
had no major effects on the flows of soybeans in the Western 
district. 
Summary of the Western District 
In the western district all sizes of elevators would have 
incurred substantial increases in marketing costs, but the 
multiple- car elevators would have paid more of the increase 
in marketing costs. The multiple- car and unit train shippers 
comprise the groups of elevators that ship greater than 70 
percent by rail and that ship to markets greater than 300 
mi l es away . These two groups of elevators would have had 
substantially higher marketing costs because they ship 
exclusively to Gulf rail markets and would therefore in-
cur every increase in rail rates . The multiple-car elevators 
would have continued to use rail shipments . as the multiple - car 
rates would be lower relative to other methods of trans-
porting grain . 
The elasticity of demand for r a il serv ices in the western 
district is estimated to be highly inelastic. The profits 
of the railroads serving the western d istrict would have 
Table 37 . Western district quarterly totals for soybeans in thousands of bushels by computer 
soluti on 
September- Oc tober-November December-January-Februar~ 
Processors 20¢/ 20¢/ 
Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt . Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt. 
Des Moines 13 . 2 0 .9 1.0 1. 0 
Cedar Rapids 13.4 30.2 33 . 2 
Sioux Ci ty 47 . 8 0 . 0 
Sgt. Bluff 24.3 4.9 
Iowa Falls 0 . 0 0 . 0 
Belmond 2 .1 2.3 2.3 5 . 2 5 . 7 5 . 7 5 .7 
Eagle Grove 180. 6 191. 8 1 94 . 1 198.7 198.8 194 . 1 233.6 133 . 4 167 . 6 173 . 3 257.0 173 . 3 
00 
rv 
Fort Dodge 296 . 1 325 .7 325 . 7 325 . 7 325 . 7 325 . 7 370 . 3 407 . 3 407 . 3 407 . 3 407.3 407.3 
TOTAL 
Processor 577 . 5 519. 8 519 . 8 524 . 4 526 . 7 519 . l:i 645 . 1 580 . 6 580 .6 580.6 671.0 580 .6 
E~orts 
Lake Ports 0.0 0 . 0 
Barge 0.0 0.0 9 .1 9 . 1 9 .1 0 . 0 0 . 0 
Gulf 804 .1 723 . 7 714.6 714.6 714 . 6 723. 7 1599 . 1 1456.1 1456.1 14 39 . 2 1439.2 1439.2 
TOTAL Bean 
Exports 804 . l 723. 7 723 . 7 723 . 7 723 . 7 723 . 7 1599.1 1456 . 1 1456.1 1439 . 2 1439 . 2 1439.2 
Tabl e 37 (Continued) 
March-Apri 1-May June - J uly- Au9us t 
Processors 20¢/ 20¢/ 
Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt. Survey Base 20% 30% 40% cwt . 
Des Moines 0 . 0 6 4 . 6 79 . 7 79 . 7 79 . 7 79 . 7 79 . 7 
Cedar Rapids 0 . 0 20 . 4 25 . 1 25 . 1 25 . 1 25 .1 
Sioux City 0 . 0 50 . 0 61. 7 61. 7 7 .4 
Sg t. Bluff 0 . 4 4.2 5 . 2 5 . 2 5 . 2 5 . 2 5.2 
I owa Falls 10 . 3 11. 3 11. 3 0 .0 
Be lmond 10. 5 2 . 0 2 . 5 
Eagle Grov e 282.1 148 . 9 148.9 160 . 2 160. 2 160 . 2 150 . 7 135 . 7 135 . 7 186. 0 186 . 0 186.0 
ex:> 
Fort Dodge 56 3. 5 619 . 9 619 . 9 619 . 9 619 . 9 619 . 9 244 . 7 302 . 0 302 . 0 302 . 0 302 . 0 302 . 0 
w 
--
TOTAL 
Processor 866 . 3 780 . 1 780 . 1 780 .1 780.1 780 . 1 608 . 2 547 . 7 547 . 7 649 . 7 662 . 2 580 . 3 
Expor t s 
Lake Ports 0 . 0 23 . 1 25 .4 
Barge 204 . 6 383 . 0 819 . 1 9 0 9 . 2 901. 8 901 . 8 628 . 2 
Gulf 2409 . 6 2875 . 6 2875 . 6 2775.9 2680 . 7 2859.9 1908 .2 1726 . 6 1636.5 1643 . 9 1618 . 5 1917 . 5 
TOTAL Bean 
Exports 2614.2 2875 . 6 2875.6 2775 . 9 2680 . 7 2859 .9 2 314.3 25 45 . 7 2545 .7 254 5 . 7 25 4 5 . i 2545 . 7 
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i ncreased because the total revenues would have increased 
with the higher rail rates while shipping smaller quantities 
of corn and soybeans . 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rail t rans portation is of vital importance to grain 
shippers i n Iowa , yet the railroads currently exper i ence 
poor returns o r operating l osses. Overregulat i on of 
railroads is conside r ed to be a part of the cause of the 
railroads' financial d i fficu lty. 
The 4R Act , passed in 1976, was an attempt b y Congress 
to give railroads more flexibility in sett ing r ates by cur-
tailing s ome of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission . Currently l egislation is being debated in both 
houses of the United States Congress which would fu rther 
deregulate railroads and allow greater control by railroads 
over the l eve ls of their rates . Many shippers oppose addi -
t i ona l rail rate freedom because of a concern that s ome of 
the historic rate abuses of the railroads could reoccur . 
The problem of e stimating the effects of ra i l r ate in-
creases on Iowa grain s hippers and o n transportation mode s 
was approached by selecting two study areas , one in t he 
eastern part of Iowa , approximately 90 miles we st of the 
Mississippi River , and o ne in the weste r n part of Iowa , 
located 225 miles from the Mississippi River. 
A linea r programming mode l was used to a ccomp l ish the 
study objective of determining the effects of rail rate 
increases on Iowa g rain shippers and on tran sportation modes . 
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The effects were measured i n terms of : 
1 . The chanqe in the cost of marketinq qrain for 
shippers. 
2 . The chanqe in the quant ity of grain shipped via 
each transportation mode . 
3. The chanqe in the total revenue and ton-miles 
of each transportation mode. 
Conclusions 
In the eastern district, it is evider.t that the multiple-
car and unit train elevators would have incurred most of the 
increased marketing costs caused by an increase in rail rates. 
This situation would occur because smaller elevators can 
economically truck grain to barge terminals or processors when 
faced with an increase in rail rates . The best market for 
the multiple-car elevators would remain ~he Gulf rail export 
market and multiple- car rail shipments to barge facilities 
and processors . The multiple- car shipments would have 
continued because the multiple- car rates are low to begin 
with . 
The presence of barge terminals and the close proximity 
of processors provides the alternative of truck shipments . 
The availability of truck shipments to final markets re-
sults in an elasticity of demand for rail service that is 
estimated to be elastic . Because of the elastic demand for 
rail service , both the estimated total revenues and estimated 
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ton-miles of the railroads would have decreased with al l 
higher rail rates examined in this analysis. 
The effect of the estimated decreases in rail revenues 
and rail t on-miles o n the railroads ' profits is un-
dete rmined, as the changes in the railroads ' costs are un-
known . If the railroads' costs would have fallen by a 
greater amount than revenues, then profits would have in-
creased. If costs would have fallen by a lesser amount 
than revenues then railroads ' profits would have fallen . 
In the western district , all of t he elevators would 
have incurred increases in marketing costs due to rail 
rate increases; however, the multiple,car and unit train 
shippers would have incurred larger marketing costs from 
the rate increases . The country elevators would have 
transshipped the maJority of their corn to subterminals, 
which in turn would have shipped to Gulf rail markets . As a 
result , the country elevators would also incur increased 
marketing costs . 
The multiple- car shippers in the Western district ship 
almost exclusively to Gulf export markets , and would have 
continued to use multiple- car shipments even as rail rates 
increased to forty percent . Once again , the adherence to 
multiple - car shipments would occur because the multiple- car 
rate is low initially and remains the best feasible alterna-
tive despite an increase of forty percent . 
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The demand for rail services in the western district is 
estimated to be inelastic . Accordingly , the estimated rail 
revenues would h ave increased substantially, and the esti-
mated rail ton- miles would have declined as the rail rates 
were increased. The p rofits of the railroads would have in-
creased, as the ra i lroads would be hauling less grain at a 
more expensive rate. Thus , the r a ilroads wo uld have consider-
able market power in the western district. 
Two assumptions made in t his study should be relaxed to 
allow a better simulation of the actual ec~nomic activities 
of shippers and transportations modes , and reveal addit i onal 
information on the extent of rail market power . 
First, it was a ssumed in this analysis t hat the grain 
receipts at each elevator was given . Allowing the grain to 
flow from the p r oducer to e levators wo uld lessen s ome of t he 
potential for rail market power. An e levator doesn't have 
the choice of the rail line that it is situated on , at least 
in the short run. A farmer does have the choice of the e l e -
vator to whic h he sells his grain . A wide basis at 
an elevator caused by higher transportation costs than those 
levied on surrounding elevators would divert grain from the 
producers to competing elevators , resulting in a decrease in 
the quantity of grain moving through the elevator and shipped 
via the railroad. Depe nding on the elasticity of demand for 
rail s ervice , the loss in quantity could reduce profits, and 
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this would encourage the railroad to lower its rate . 
Secondly , it was assumed that all rail roads would have 
increased their rates equally . The Interstate Commerce Corn-
mission rece ntly proposed eliminating the power of the 
nation ' s railroads to set collective rates . Removal of the 
antitrust immunity of the railroads would insure that each 
railroad would set r ates independently . 
Relaxing the assumption that all railroads would in-
crease rates by an equal amount would reduce the possibility 
of rail market p ower. A higher rail rate at the elevators 
served by one rail line would cause a wide basis at those 
elevators and lower the quantity of grain received from 
producers . Depending on the elasticity of demand for rail 
s ervice , the decrease in the volume shipped c ould cause a 
decrease in revenues and profits, and provide an incentive 
for the railroad to reduce the rates to a more competitive 
level . 
Suggestions for Further 
Research 
One area for further research would be to incorporate 
into the analysis the movement of grain from the producer to 
elevators. An analysis with this added feature could delve 
further into the question of captive shippers under rail 
deregulation. 
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A second a rea t hat needs study is the effects o n fa r mers , 
e levators , and transportation modes when r ailroads are free 
to s e t r ates independently of one another . This analysi s 
wo u l d revea l just how mobile the grain flows from the pro-
duce rs actual ly a r e , and wha t types of competitive force s 
would b e brought to bear on railroads with noncompetitive 
rates. 
A third a rea needing further research would be the 
effe cts of contract rates, i . e . , rates applying to a sing l e 
e leva to r , and requir ing a minimum annual volume , on the pro-
ducers and elevators in the study areas . The contract ra te 
would provide a method of moving larg~ quant ities of grain , 
and could narrow the basis at the participating e levators . 
In the time s ince the e l evator survey was c onducted, 
the Chicago , Rock Island , and Pacific Railroad has been 
ordered t o be l iquida ted , and the Milwaukee , St . Paul , and 
Pacific Railroad has embargoed much of its t r ack . A fourth 
area for addi tional research would be to anal yze the effects 
of rai l rate deregulation in a r eas with fewer railroad lines 
and railroad companies . 
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